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International Certification Mechanism of “Child Friendly Cities (Communities)” and Related
Practices and Theoretical Developments of European and American Cities
Xu Mengyi, Tim Gill, Mao Pan, Tian Ting
Abstract: This paper firstly analyzes the origin, goals and principles, certification mechanisms and
the impacts on urban planning of the United Nations Children’s Fund Child Friendly Cities Initiative
from the perspective of an international initiative. And this paper investigates and analyzes the
themes of urban practice strategies, including main contents, implementation methods and
effectiveness in nine European and American cities from 1970s. And then it proposes a new method
“Hub-and-Spoke” model. It also analyzes the relationships and differences between the “Hub-andSpoke” model and the building elements of the Child Friendly Cities Initiatives. Ultimately, it
combined with the development status of Chinese Child Friendly Cities (Communities), and
proposes the guiding role of the Child Friendly Cities Initiative should be further emphasized.
Following the experiences of European and American urban planning practices dialectically, it is
helpful to find building elements and standards and promote local sustainable development for Child
Friendly Cities (Communities) in China.
Keywords: Child Friendly Cities Initiative; Certification Mechanisms; European and American
Cities; Hub-and-Spoke; Model; Localization
Citation: XU M, GILL T, MAO P, et al. International certification mechanism of “Child Friendly
Cities (Communities)” and related practices and theoretical developments of European and
American cities[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(1): 1-7. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.393.

Research on the Development Dynamics of Japan’s Child Friendly Cities
Isami Kinoshita
Abstract: Since the United Nations introduced the concept of Child Friendly Cities (CFC) in 1996,
there have been 38 countries certified by the United Nations, covering 3 000 cities and communities.
However, after the discussion, Japan chose to follow the CFC self-assessment process to be CFC.
Based on the research and practical accumulation, this article interprets the core and origin of CFC,
especially the connection between CFC and sustainable development goals (SDGs), and extends the
opportunity for UNICEF Japan to officially start CFC construction. Then it analyzes how to choose
assessment methods, improve self-assessment tools, CFC management, based on the original and
diverse movements of child participation and child rights protection regulations etc. It revealed the
three-level assessment tool, PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act)management model, and the first five cases
of self-assessment case experience and intermediate evaluation results after one year of trial in Japan,
providing a reference for the developmentation of the CFC concept at various national levels to
adapt to the development of national conditions.
Keywords: Child Friendly Cities; Children’s Rights; Children’s Participation; Sustainable
Development Goals; Japan; Self-Assessment; Certification; PDCA
Citation: KINOSHITA I. Research on the development dynamics of Japan’s child friendly cities[J].
Urban planning international, 2021(1): 8-16. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.387.
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Study on the Influencing Factors and Planning Strategies of Urban Built Environment on
Children’s Independent Mobility
Shen Yao, Zhu Hongfei, Shi Yaxin, Ye Qiang
Abstract: Children are the future masters of cities. It is of great significance to study the impact of
the built environment on children’s independent mobility. This is not only related to children’s
physical and mental health, but also related to the future urban development. In recent decades, with
the development of cities, the independent activity of children has fallen sharply, which ultimately
affects children’s travel safety and development, and causes the social costs of parenting families to
continue to increase. Based on the literature review at home and abroad, this article sorts out the
influence factors on children’s independent mobility in three types of built environment, namely:
living environment, school environment and urban environment. At the same time, the research
team carries out an empirical investigation on children’s independent mobility in two primary
schools in the center of Yueyang City to explore planning strategies suitable for current China’s
national conditions to improve children’s independent mobility, and provide theoretical support for
the creation of a child-friendly city environment.
Keywords: Children’s Independent Mobility; Urban Environment; School Environment; Living
Environment; The Children’s Home
Citation: SHEN Y, ZHU H, SHI Y, et al. Study on the influencing factors and planning strategies
of urban built environment on children’s independent mobility[J]. Urban planning international,
2021(1): 17-23. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.389.

Child Friendly Cities: Changes in Four Dimensions in Children’s Use of Outdoor
Environments over Three Generations in Sheffield England
Helen Woolley
Abstract: Part of a Child Friendly City approach relates to the extent to which children can freely
use the outdoor environment where they live. Home range, which is the distance a child is allowed
to go from home in agreement with their parents, has decreased over several generations in different
parts of the world due to urbanisation. The present study conducted a series of semi-structured
interviews, accompanied by the archived maps. The interviewees consisted of three generations of
two families living in the eastern side of the city Sheffield in North England. The findings revealed
reductions across the three generations in four dimensions relating to outdoor play: the home range;
the variety of spaces visited by children; the range of the undertaken play activities; and the number
of companions they went to a space with, met in a space, and played with.
Keywords: Children’s Home Range; Activities and Play; Playing Spaces; Playing Companions;
Three Generations
Citation: WOOLLEY H. Child friendly cities: changes in four dimensions in children’s use of
outdoor environments over three generations in Sheffield England[J]. Urban planning international,
2021(1): 24-29. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.388.
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The Origin, Examples and Enlightenment of the Adventure Playground
Shen Yao, Liu Sai, Zhao Miaoxuan
Abstract: Playing is an indispensable part for children’s growth so it is an important hardware
measure to build children’s free playing bases for child-friendly cities. The adventure playground,
as a representative place, plays a vital role in curing children’s psychological problems, cultivating
children’s sense of responsibility, stimulating children’s crisis awareness and self-protection skills,
which has a history of more than 70 years in foreign countries. However, it is still in the cognitive
stage and in a blank state of practice in China. This paper starts with the analysis of the origin and
core ideas of the adventure playground, focuses on the development of adventure playgrounds in
Europe, the USA and Japan, and then deeply interprets the three typical cases of standing and nonconformity. Then, it infers three key inspirations: the design concept of “liberalization”, space
elements of “naturalization” and place operation of “specialization”, which aims to provide
reference for the empirical study of children’s public and welfare space in China.
Keywords: Adventure Playground; Playing Space; Children’s Psychological Illness; Children’s
Rights; Children’s Participation; Child Friendly Cities; Natural Experience
Citation: SHEN Y, LIU S, ZHAO M. The origin, examples and enlightenment of the adventure
playground[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(1): 30-39. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.386.

Study on the Application of Natural Elements in Urban Parks’ Children’s Play Space in China
Wang Xia, Chen Tiantian, Lin Guangsi
Abstract: To create a healthy and beneficial environment for children has become a necessary part
of building a child-friendly city. There are various designs of children’s play spaces, but researchers
and practitioners at home and abroad have realized that “contact with nature” is important for
children’s growth and development, which has been confirmed by relevant theories and empirical
studies in Europe and North America. The natural elements in children’s play space have
indisputably become an important factor in the design of urban parks. Based on the research results
of foreign theories and practices, this paper aims to explore the application of natural elements in
children’s play space in Chinese urban parks. 87 children’s playgrounds in urban parks in Beijing,
Shanghai, Guangzhou and Chengdu were selected for investigation, in attempt to fill the gap of
children’s paly space in domestic childfriendly cities and improve the quality activity spaces in
future child-friendly cities. It is found that children’s play space in four cities are generally lacking
of naturalness and the form is rather monotonous. This paper proposes corresponding strategies by
using rich material, and at the same time, the release of relevant design guidelines or specifications
has become an urgent demand.
Keywords: Child-friendly Urban Environment; Urbanization; Natural Elements; Children’s Play
Space; Urban Parks
Citation: WANG X, CHEN T, LIN G. Study on the application of natural elements in urban parks’
children’s play space in China[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(1): 40-46. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2020.385.
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Evolution of British Urban Parks from the Perspective of Public Health and Well-being
Zhao Xiaolong, Wang Mincong, Zhao Wei, Chen Xiaochao, Bian Qing
Abstract: The connotation of public health and well-being, a goal of social development, changes
over time, and this kind of dynamic social needs have promoted the continuous evolution of urban
parks. This article traces the interaction between British urban parks and public health topics. Based
on the social background, political-economic context and health conditions in which Great Britain
is situated, public health appeals have experienced six phases: prevention of infectious diseases,
solution of urban environmental problems, attention to leisure sports, exploration of social
integration and promotion of mental health, cultivation of healthy lifestyles, and the construction of
healthy social and ecological systems. Accordingly, urban parks have experienced isolation-based
site selection, forming wind corridor, adding sports facilities, establishing communication space
systems, refining target population space, constructing park-habitat network layout. This research
finds that the planning and design of British urban parks from the perspective of public health and
well-being has emerged from the establishment of urban parks to the construction of park cities,
from the attention to individual physiological health to the pursuit of individual, society and
ecosystem health, from broadly promoting health to boosting health for some specific population.
This research aims to draw on Britain’s experience in this field to explore the way of urban park
planning and construction in China under the “Healthy China” planning strategy.
Keywords: British Urban Park; Public Health and Well-being; Healthy Landscape; Evolution
Context; Evolution Trend
Citation: ZHAO X, WANG M, ZHAO W, et al. Evolution of British urban parks from the
perspective of public health and well-being[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(1): 47-57. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2019.642.

Review of Foreign Studies on Sustainable Urban Form from the Perspective of Healthy Cities
Hu Junhui, Ren Lijian, Yun Yingxia
Abstract: With the concept of sustainable development being proposed, the sustainable urban form
has increasingly attracted attentions among foreign scholars to deal with urban problems and to
sustain the development of urban economy, society and environment. Foreign research results have
great significance in the construction of Chinese healthy cities and their transformation
developments. From the perspective of healthy cities, this paper sorts out foreign scholars’ research
findings on the ideal urban form, which tries to answer the three key logic questions including what
the relationship between sustainable development and urban form is, what the sustainable urban
form is and how to achieve it. This paper demonstrates the relationship between sustainable
development and urban form from economic, social, environmental dimensions; it answers what is
a sustainable urban form based on its concept and characteristics then it also explores how to achieve
a sustainable one by studying design form patterns, research dimensions, quantitative evaluation
methods, the model technology and the implementation of policies. After evaluating current
researches on sustainable urban from in China, this paper finally points out the importance of
previous foreign work in guiding Chinese research in design principles, research techniques and
methods, emphasis on spatial planning and environmental planning.
Keywords: Healthy City; Sustainable Urban Form; Design Patterns; Spatial Planning; Review
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Citation: HU J, REN L, YUN Y. Review of foreign studies on sustainable urban form from the
perspective of healthy cities[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(1): 48-68. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2019.142.

Methods and Evolution of US Urban Area Delineation with Its Enlightenment to China
Yi Xiaoxiang, Dong Wei, Zhang Huan
Abstract: Scientific and rational urban-rural classification can realistically reflect the urban and
rural population characteristics and urbanization level, while supporting the scientific formulation
of urban and rural and social economic policies. However, China’s urban-rural classification and
urban area delineation have always been defined by administrative regions, which hardly can adapt
to the complex characteristics of urban and rural spatial development or reflect the urban and rural
population situation. It will also affect the objectivity and rationality of social and economic policies.
The urban area delineation of the US, over the last 100 years, has not only constantly adapted to the
characteristics of cities at different development stages, but also fully embodied the concept of
“physical territory”. This can offer many lessons to China, by virtue of fine delineation methods, to
adapt with the complex features of the modern cities. This paper carefully introduces the standards,
the methods, and the evolution of urban area delineation in the US and concluds with some
inspirations for China from three aspects, namely the dynamic evolution, the core indicators, and
the refinement of the delineation methods.
Keywords: Urban-Rural Classification; Physical Area; Urban Area; Boundary of Urban Area;
Census
Citation: YI X, DONG W, ZHANG H. Methods and evolution of US urban area delineation with
its enlightenment to China[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(1): 69-75. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2019.499.

The Governance Tool of Urban Design Implementation: Urban Design Brief in Canada
Jin Guangjun
Abstract: Urban design is an empirical discipline based on summaries of the experience and lessons
from previous practical projects. This paper uses case study methodology and concentrates on the
keyword of urban design brief to search Canada’s cases published on the internet. It chooses
examples with complete information and makes statistical and space design analysis on
representative practice examples. Based on these, it then discusses the concept and key issues of
urban design brief, thereby providing the lessons for urban design implementation process in China
by introducing the technical tools, hoping to help shape the city characters and place making.
Keywords: Urban Design Brief; Case Study; Governance Tool; Control Elements; Environment
Impact Analysis
Citation: JIN G. The governance tool of urban design implementation: urban design brief in
Canada[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(1): 76-82. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2019.440.
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The Sequencing of Property Rights and Planning Powers: Implications for Urban
Redevelopment in China and the U.S.
Saul Wilson
Abstract: While similar to American zoning in many technical aspects, Chinese detailed control
plans play a substantially different role in the distribution of property rights. Whereas American
zoning as invented long after privately held property was widespread, and hence represented a
diminution of extant property rights, Chinese detailed control plans clarify what property rights the
state will sell to developers. As a result, the American zoning regime is more tolerant of developers
seeking changes to zoning, while the Chinese system generally sees such behavior as an effort to
get discounted access to state resources. Nonetheless, developers in both countries seek to influence
planning restrictions: American developers do so through open negotiations with local governments,
while Chinese developers are forced into more surreptitious lobbying. In the long run, inflexible
planning restrictions make it very hard for anyone but the government to legally undertake even the
smallest urban redevelopment projects in China; on the other hand, the state is able to get a higher
share of land use value. Hence, while Chinese detailed control plans may formally resemble
American zoning, they perform different functions with sharply different implications for urban
development and redevelopment.
Keywords: Zoning; Regulatory Detailed Planning; Planning History; American Planning; Property
Rights; Urban Renewal
Citation: WILSON S. The sequencing of property rights and planning powers: implications for
urban redevelopment in China and the U.S.[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(1): 83-90. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2018.414.

Laws, Regulations and Consensus Mechanisms in Conservation Area System in England:
Inspirations for Residential Historic Districts Conservation in China
Wang Chenghui
Abstract: Conservation area legislation has gone through 50 years in England. Residential function
is dominant or of the main function in a large number of conservation areas. Evidences show that
conservation area is a popular planning tool. The paper focuses on the consensus mechanism
combined with laws and regulations from conservation area system in England, and how it runs
through the whole process of designation, conservation and development of conservation areas. This
paper suggests that Chinese conditions should be considered when learning from England based on
the consensus theory. On the one hand, it proposes to strength management planning and to improve
laws and regulations so that related stakeholders and their responsibilities could be clarified clearly.
Also, it recommends to set up public participation procedures, to build support networks in the
consensus-building mechanism, and to explore community development planning.
Keywords: Conservation Area; Conservation System; Laws and Regulations; Consensus; England;
Residential Historic District
Citation: WANG C. Laws, regulations and consensus mechanisms in conservation area system in
England: inspirations for residential historic districts conservation in China[J]. Urban planning
international, 2021(1): 91-98. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2018.542.
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The Management and Coordination of Spatial Elements of Super-local Spatial Planning,
Urban Planning and Sectoral Planning in Germany
Zhou Yixiao
Abstract: Germany has formed a mature spatial management mechanism which coordinates federal,
state and regional spatial planning with urban planning and sectoral planning after long years of
practices in legislation and planning governance. The planning types above have shown great
differences in spatial element contents and banding objects, as the strategic and comprehensive
spatial planning emphasis on restrictions on public authorities, while urban planning which is based
on local autonomous targets at construction behaviors directly and sectoral planning has priority
towards specific projects. Based on the interviews towards Academy for Spatial Research and
Planning (ARL) and Department 32 of Dusseldorf District Government, this paper tries to compare
the spatial elements of different types of plans and explain the legal based “mutual feedback
principle” and conflict coordination regulations, in which way to summarize the cooperation
mechanism of German spatial management and to provide ideas for the legal construction of China’s
territorial spatial planning system.
Keywords: Germany; Super-local Spatial Planning; Urban Planning; Sectoral Planning; Territorial
Spatial Planning; Cooperation Mechanism
Citation: ZHOU Y. The management and coordination of spatial elements of super-local spatial
planning, urban planning and sectoral planning in Germany[J]. Urban planning international,
2021(1): 99-108. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2018.491.

Green Infrastructure Planning in Germany: The Background, Spatial Framework and
Implementations
Hu Tinghao, Chang Jiang, Ralf-Uwe Syrbe
Abstract: Starting from scrutinizing of the research paradigm of green infrastructure, this study
outlines the concept, process, planning contents and objectives of German green infrastructure
planning. Its spatial planning system can be concluded as: regarding formal plans as the principal
framework, national top-design as the orientations, informal plans as the main implementations, and
scales covering from federal to local levels. For its planning practices, the study introduces some
excellent cases at the federal, regional, and urban scales. Based on the above analysis, the study
further summarizes the planning connotation, support system, top-level design, planning scales and
civil participation of green infrastructure in Germany. In the end, the study puts forward the direction
and suggestions for the improvement of China’s future green infrastructure planning system when
taking the chance of China national land-use planning reform.
Keywords: Green Infrastructure; Nature-based Solutions; Double Urban Repairs; Planning System;
Planning Practices; Germany
Citation: HU T, CHANG J, SYRBE R-U. Green infrastructure planning in Germany: the
background, spatial framework and implementations[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(1):
109-119. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2019.297.
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Hypotheses Need to be Buttressed by Empiricism: David Harvey’s Interpretations of Urban
Spatial Restructuring
Zhu Jieming
Citation: ZHU J. Hypotheses need to be buttressed by empiricism: David Harvey’s interpretations
of urban spatial restructuring[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(1): 120-123. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2019.691.

City: Computable Complex Organic Systems–Review on Inventing Future Cities
Yang Junyan, Zheng Yi
Abstract: As the information and digital technologies is embedded in all aspects of human
production and life, the original modes of urban production, distance and social structure are all
experiencing a great transformation in recent years. And the urban and social patterns are
accelerating towards an uncertain future since the first industrial revolution. Therefore, what is the
future cities? How to predict and invent it? These questions have become the philosophical
questions in urban studies field. Under this background, Professor Betty’s book entitled “Inventing
Future Cities” affirms the complexity and unpredictability of cities and reviewed the past and current
situation of cities through an objective and comprehensive perspective. Furthermore, the book also
discussed the universal concepts of inventing future city based on the advanced digital technology
and the changing trend. This paper reviews the core ideas and main conclusion in the content of this
book by combing with the author’s thinking on practice of cities through interdisciplinary and
spatial-temporal perspectives. Also, this paper reviews the book through the aspects of urban
evolution, urban essence, urban operation mechanism and how urban planning intervene in the
inventing process.
Keywords: Future Cities; Digitalization; Informatization; Innovative Technology; Urban Planning
Citation: YANG J, ZHENG Y. City: Computable Complex Organic Systems–Review on Inventing
Future Cities[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(1): 124-130. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.058.
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Decision-making for Urban Planning and Design with Multi-source Data: Applications with
Urban Systems Models and Artificial Intelligence
Yang Tianren, Jin Ying, Fang Zhou
Abstract: With the emergence of multi-source urban data, urban systems models and artificial
intelligence play a fundamental role in unraveling the relationships (e.g., nonlinear and causal)
between different urban sectors. Using spatial equilibrium frameworks and generative adversarial
networks as examples, this paper summarizes the theoretical foundations, strengths and weaknesses,
and application scenarios of the two types of models. Urban systems models are suitable for largescale applications, including planning evaluation (through counterfactual simulations) and spatial
planning (through scenario forecast). Comparatively, artificial intelligence is more useful to support
plan-making (based on examples and planning guidance) at a finer spatial level. A complementary
use of the two models can derive quantifiable and explainable evidence for urban decision-making
that considers the trade-offs across urban sectors and geographic units. This paper identifies the
constrained use of multi-source data in analyzing past trends and advocates their potential usages to
explain urban issues and optimize spatial strategies based on model development.
Keywords: Urban Systems; Artificial Intelligence; Multi-source Data; Planning Evaluation; Spatial
Planning; Urban Fabric Generation
Citation: YANG T, JIN Y, FANG Z. Decision-making for urban planning and design with multisource data: applications with urban systems models and artificial intelligence[J]. Urban planning
international, 2021(2): 1-6. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2021.034.

Exploration of the Step-by-step Interactive Design Mode of Artificial Intelligence Urban
Design at the Block Scale
Yang Junyan, Zhu Xiao
Abstract: With the changes in the information environment and data foundation, artificial
intelligence has made breakthroughs in the development of big data, language image recognition
and deep learning. Traditional urban design technology methods are also facing important
opportunities for upgrading and iteration. This paper takes the block scale which is widely available
in the city as the research object. Through artificial intelligence methods such as evolutionary
algorithms, adaptive algorithms and supervised deep learning, an intelligent design module for the
three-dimensional shape of the block is constructed. On this basis, by combining specific sites, the
practical exploration of human-computer interaction from base construction, plan generation to
human-computer interaction is studied and an interactive urban design model of artificial
intelligence and designers is proposed. Using the neighborhood scale as the medium, this paper
attempts to solve the problems of generation logic blockage and unclear internal mechanism in
current artificial intelligence city design at different scales. At the same time, the paper provides
references for the iterative transformation of future digital urban design technology methods and the
development research of related design assistance systems.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence; Urban Design; Design Method; Block Morphology; HumanComputer Interaction
Citation: YANG J, ZHU X. Exploration of the step-by-step interactive design mode of artificial
intelligence urban design at the block scale[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(2): 7-15. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2021.046.
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Study on Quality Improvement of Built Environment in High-density Urban Areas Under the
Background of Post Smart City Transformation
Shi Beixiang, Simon Marvin, Yang Junyan
Abstract: The high-density urban area is usually the most concentrated area of urban public
facilities and public activities. However, high-density also causes problems such as poor ventilation,
increased heat island effect, intensified pollution and broken walking space, which affect the normal
crowd activities and even endanger human health. Under the development background of post smart
city transformation, digital, information and artificial intelligence technology has begun to be deeply
embedded in various urban systems, forming a new technology system supported by Robotics and
Autonomous Systems (RAS), so as to solve the complex and diverse development problems of highdensity urban areas and realize the sustainable development of people and cities. Based on this,
according to the in-depth theoretical analysis of the characteristics of built environment and crowd
activity, this paper reveals the high-intensity and high-height construction characteristics of highdensity urban areas, as well as the spatial texture of small-scale and multi cluster, and finds the highfrequency dynamic interaction, cluster distribution, tidal surge and other activity characteristics.
Thus, considered that even in the high-density built environment, through the optimization of spatial
form, it could also play a positive role in promoting ventilation, reducing pollution and improving
the comfort of physical environment. Therefore, this paper establishes the environmental quality
improvement integration framework of “street landscape - physical environment - crowd activity”,
and then through the coupling analysis of multi-source heterogeneous big data, explores the
coupling mechanism of walking environment quality, physical environment quality, street landscape
quality, and puts forward corresponding countermeasures to optimize and improve the quality of
built environment according to different behavioral needs. On this basis, combined with the
intervention of AI technology, this paper proposes feasible intelligent planning and automatic
response strategy, which provides useful reference and guidance for the quality improvement of
built environment in high-density urban areas.
Keywords: High-density Urban Areas; Built Environment; Iterative Succession; Spatial Quality;
Post Smart City
Citation: SHI B, MARVIN S, YANG J. Study on quality improvement of built environment in highdensity urban areas under the background of post smart city transformation[J]. Urban planning
international, 2021(2): 16-21. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2021.028.

Applications and Exploration of Artificial Intelligence Technology in Urban Disaster Risk
Management
Lu Yuwen, Zhai Guofang
Abstract: With the rapid development of urbanization and continuous accumulation of urban
elements, the complexity of risks is increasing. Strengthening disaster risk management and
improving disaster prevention, mitigation and relief capabilities, can effectively reduce disaster
losses and promote the safe and sustainable development of cities. The rapid development of
artificial intelligence (AI) has brought new opportunities for disaster risk management. This paper
combs the exploration of AI technology in disaster risk management. The key technologies and
basic methods of AI technology in disaster risk management are discussed from three stages: predisaster prevention and preparation, monitoring and early warning; disaster response during the
Urban Planning International | 12

disaster, emergency treatment; and post-disaster recovery and reconstruction. It suggests that AI
should be applied to the construction of urban disaster risk and emergency management in China,
to provide inspiration for spatial security pattern planning and the resilient cities construction.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence (AI); Risk Assessment; Disaster Risk Management; Machine
Learning; Neural Network
Citation: LU Y, ZHAI G. Applications and exploration of artificial intelligence technology in urban
disaster risk management[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(2): 22-31. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2021.031.

Analysis on the Political Construction of Scale of State-level New Areas
Wang Xuan, Gui Yanli
Abstract: The State-level New Area is a strategic regional type under the special era background in
China. It is not a fixed material entity nested in the practice of space production, but contains
multiple scales of dynamic changes. Therefore, from the multi-dimensional connotation of scale,
this paper discusses the internal logic and institutional shaping of political construction of scale. It
demonstrates that the State-level New Area has the geographic scale characteristics of vast-area and
cross-region, the administrative scale characteristics of testability and recursion, and the power scale
characteristics of flexibility and flattening. Finally, this paper addresses that the ‘rigid’ political scale
represented by the State-level New Area can directly promote the rise of city-region, and can
establish a new type of ‘central-local’ governance relationship. Thus, it is of great significance for
China’s social and economic transformation and regional governance innovation to make good use
of the ‘rigid’ scale tool of the State-level New Area.
Keywords: The State-level New Area; Spatial Production; Scale Connotation; Political
Construction; Governance Logic
Citation: WANG X, GUI Y. Analysis on the political construction of scale of state-level new
areas[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(2): 32-39. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.413.

Walking Scale for the Needs of the Elderly in TOD Areas: Interpretation of Location
Optimization Plan in Japan
Liu Quan, Zhang Wanli, Qian Zhenghan
Abstract: Walking scale or walkable radius is one important basis to define the planning circle
boundary for TOD areas. When determining the walking scale, emphasis is placed on average
standards of the majority people, but special attention to the elderly and other specific groups is
lacking. In recent years, Japan has developed the Location Optimization Plan widely, which has
many similarities to TOD planning in terms of planning concepts and spatial patterns. One of the
commonalities is to define the scope and divide the planning circle according to the walking scale.
In rail station and bus station areas, the walking scale of Location Optimization Plan is similar to
that of the TOD mode, but there are some differences in the connotations of walking scale. In
Location Optimization Plan, the walking scale of station area pays more attention to the walking
demands of the elderly. Based on the perspective of elderly people, the walking scale in TOD area
could be summarized in three applications: firstly, as a planning principle to classify different levels
and types of nodes; secondly, as a planning principle to divide different planning zones and adjust
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land use functions; and thirdly, as a planning principle to lay out public facilities, especially public
welfare facilities. By adjusting the walking scale, Location Optimization Planning fully integrates
the needs of elderly into land use planning and facility layout, thus making urban planning and
construction more in line with the development needs of aging society.
Keywords: TOD; Location Optimization Plan; Walking Scale; Aging; Compact City; Public
Facility; Classification
Citation: LIU Q, ZHANG W, QIAN Z. Walking scale for the needs of the elderly in TOD areas:
interpretation of Location Optimization Plan in Japan[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(2): 4049. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.650.

Evolution of Spatial Pattern of London Green Space System Based on Morphological Spatial
Pattern Analysis and Its Relevance to Policy
Dai Fei, Bi Shibo, Guo Xiaohua, Chen Ming
Abstract: Analysis on spatial patterns and driving force of green space system, the evaluation of it
and its correlation with related policies, could guide better planning for it in the future. London is
one of the most successful examples in the world to promote the green belt around the city. Based
on ENVI5.3 and GIS platform, this paper deeply explores the green space system of London since
1975 using MSPA (Morphological Spatial Pattern Analysis) from three perspectives: the temporal
dimension, its spatial pattern types and their relationship with related policies. It finds that the green
space system in London has experienced the development track of “dividing-combining-dividing”
since 1975, which can be divided into three development stages: the fragmentation trend from 1975
to 1985, the integration of strip green space from 1985 to 2010, and networking of “point-line-face”
green space between 2010 and 2018. On the whole, changes in the spatial patterns of the UK’s green
space system are inextricably consistent with relevant policies, with all seven categories of green
space patterns have greatly improved in the 21st century. As a dynamic system constantly
developing and improving, the UK’s green space system is subject to the driving factors’ influence
including construction land and bare land, which causes a phenomenon of “self-organization”
development in certain periods. In addition, the protection and construction of “pores” and “edge”
should be focused on specially when developing “park city”.
Keywords: MSPA (Morphological Spatial Pattern Analysis); Green Space System; Spatial Pattern;
Time Evolution; Planning Policy; London
Citation: DAI F, BI S, GUO X, et al. Evolution of spatial pattern of London green space system
based on Morphological Spatial Pattern Analysis and its relevance to policy[J]. Urban planning
international, 2021(2): 50-58. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2019.204.

The Solar Envelope: A Review of Theory and Application
Liu Shuyu, Shen Xiaojie, Song Daifeng
Abstract: As a scientific tool to control the boundary of construction space, the solar envelope
meeting specific boundary conditions can effectively coordinate the conflict of spatial demand
between highintensity development and the maintenance of sunlight right. Via summarizing the
evolution process of the concept and method of solar envelope in foreign countries, the essence of
its connotation and the driving force of evolution are analyzed in this paper, and corresponding
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application experience and implementation approaches are induced. Findings show that with the
updating of the conception, establishing a highly regional standard for safeguarding the sunlight
right and using big data technology are becoming the mainstream trend; reasonable workflows and
function distribution are necessary conditions for the integration of the new instrument and the
existing planning system.
Keywords: Sunlight Right; Solar Envelope; High-intensity Development; Insolation Interval;
Urban Morphology
Citation: LIU S, SHEN X, SONG D. The solar envelope: a review of theory and application[J].
Urban planning international, 2021(2): 59-66. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.549.

The Development of Social Housing in Denmark and Its Implications to China
Ming Juan, Wang Mingliang, Zhang Yi
Abstract: As a typical representative of the Nordic welfare state, Denmark has established a social
housing system that covers a wide range of populations and guarantees high quality. Denmark’s
social housing system benefits from a sustainable public financial support, and regulations aiming
to improve the performance of the non-profit social housing organizations. These non-profit
organizations, named social housing associations, provide an effective supply of third-party
products. This housing system has a unique capability to balance the equality and efficiency, because
of a series of policy explorations in rent principles, resident democracy, rent subsidies, government
direct investment, housing allocation, and the planning approval processes. The social housing
development experience of Denmark brings several important implications to China, particularly on
improving the productivity of Chinese affordable housing. These lessons include raising the
proportion of third-party supply in rental markets, creating a co-funding mechanism for social
housings, and adjusting the government intervention and control.
Keywords: Social Housing; Social Housing Associations; Financing and Operating Mechanism;
Policy Tools; Institutional Advantages
Citation: MING J, WANG M, ZHANG Y. The Development of Social Housing in Denmark and its
implications to China[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(2): 67-73. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2019.086.

The Protection Planning of Small and Micro Habitats in Urban Fringe Areas: Enlightenment
from the Management of High Natural Value Farmland in the EU to the Maintenance of
Biodiversity in Urban Areas in China
Tang Xizi
Abstract: The habitat unit in urban fringe is an important link to support regional biodiversity; due
to the influence of urban system and agricultural system, most of them are semi natural, appeared
with diverse types, small patches, scattered layout, and generally relying on low intensity farming
activities. Export-oriented expansion of urban construction land and intensive agricultural
production are prone to reduce the scale and quality of semi natural habitats in urban fringe areas;
and the existing measures can not effectively protect them. High natural value farmland
management is an effective measure of the EU to protect semi-natural habitats related to agriculture
and maintain regional biodiversity. Through combing the main points of high natural value farmland
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such as type definition, evaluation, identification, maintenance management, etc., this paper
proposes the suggestions for optimization of small and micro semi-natural habitat protection in
China: (1) strengthening the recognition of the value of small and microhabitats and related land
use; (2) identifying small and micro-habitats that are conducive to the maintenance of biodiversity,
and incorporating them in the overall protection of regional network; (3) combining the rigidity and
flexibility of land use control, with the consideration of complex function demands; (4) Converging
with the existing statutory planning to enhance the protection efficiency of small and micro habitats.
Keywords: Urban Fringe Area; Small and Micro-habitat; High Natural Value Farmland; Space
Management; The European Union
Citation: TANG X. The protection planning of small and micro habitats in urban fringe areas:
enlightenment from the management of high natural value farmland in the EU to the maintenance
of biodiversity in urban areas in China[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(2): 74-83, 116. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2020.218.

Defense for Urban Agriculture: Exploration on Urban Agriculture Planning Strategies
Gao Ning, Zhang Jia, Hu Xun
Abstract: After 2000, the relationship between agriculture and city is gradually regarded as a new
planning perspective and practical field. In the planning system of the United States, urban
agriculture has gained legal status and became comprehensive public space policy to deal with
problems of environmental health, community development, food safety, land management and
other issues. Minneapolis’ urban agriculture planning strategies are relatively systematic, including:
the zoning code was modified to recognize urban agriculture as a legitimate land use; various plans
and regulations were made to achieve the development goals of urban agriculture; lands-intelligence
and finance systems were established to guarantee the sustainable development of urban agriculture.
It provides reference for the development of urban agriculture in China: the legal status of urban
agriculture should be established in regulatory detailed planning; the supply of urban agriculture
lands should be ensured by utilizing urban negative spaces; agricultural technology should be
combined with urban ecological sanitation technology; the multi-participation should be established
to realize the public policy function of urban agriculture.
Keywords: Urban Agriculture; Urban Planning; Food System; Strategy; America; Minneapolis
Citation: GAO N, ZHANG J, HU X. Defense for urban agriculture: exploration on urban
agriculture planning strategies[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(2): 84-90. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2019.201.

Research on Regeneration of Industrial Relics Based on the Perspective of Urban
Agglomeration: Case Study of the USA’s Northeastern Megalopolis
Sun Miao, Li Zhenyu
Abstract: Industrial relic is the significant spatial resource for urban regeneration. The economic
development goal determines the choice of regeneration patterns, which depends on the city’s
grading and its economic status within the urban agglomeration. Research on the economic laws of
regeneration from the perspective of urban agglomeration can reuse the industrial relics more
effectively, avoid homogeneous competition, and promote the synergetic development mechanism
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within urban agglomeration. The Northeastern Megalopolis was the birthplace of American
industries and pioneer for post-industrial transformation. Its industrial relics are large in scale,
widely distributed and with mature regeneration patterns, which shows research significance. This
paper divides the cities into four levels and selects 32 cases of regenerated industrial relics. Based
on a research frame of “regeneration-industry-urban agglomeration”, this paper sorts out the
regeneration strategies from three levels: spatial redevelopment, function implantation, and
participants’ composition. It analyzes the economic mechanism to point out the industrial orientation
as the law of selecting regeneration patterns for industrial relics. Furthermore, this paper summarizes
three types of regeneration patterns: scattered, platform, and anchored. It aims to provide experience
and reference for the Yangtze River Delta Urban Agglomeration with similar background.
Keywords: Industrial Relics; Urban Agglomeration; The USA’s Northeastern Megalopolis;
Regeneration Pattern; Industrial Orientation
Citation: SUN M, LI Z. Research on regeneration of industrial relics based on the perspective of
urban agglomeration: case study of the USA’s Northeastern megalopolis[J]. Urban planning
international, 2021(2): 91-99. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.091.

Implementation Evaluation of Overseas Industrial Parks Planning and Response Strategy:
Case Study of Sihanoukville Special Economic Zone
Kong Xiaoyun, Yuan Jinfu, Zheng Jun
Abstract: Due to the great differences between the countries along the Belt and Road, planning
standard systems vary from countries. The planning of overseas industrial parks can effectively
guide the construction of the parks, but there are some problems such as unclear requirements,
unsuitable measures and uneconomical indicators in the process of plan-making. To explore the
pertinence, scientificity and operability of the planning, this paper evaluates the implementation of
the Detailed Plan of Sihanoukville Special Economic Zone in Cambodia, summarizing the main
reasons for planning changes and adjustments in the process of implementation, including different
land ownership and planning management methods, different construction subjects and
development construction modes, different planning systems and construction standards between
China and Cambodia. Furthermore, this paper puts forward suggestions and methods to improve the
planning of overseas industrial, such as emphasizing integration in planning standards, relevance in
planning content, localization in planning principles and economy in planning construction.
Keywords: The Belt and Road; Overseas Industrial Park; Planning Evaluation; Coping Strategy;
Sihanoukville Special Economic Zone
Citation: KONG X, YUAN J, ZHENG J. Implementation evaluation of overseas industrial parks
planning and response strategy: case study of Sihanoukville Special Economic Zone[J]. Urban
planning international, 2021(2): 100-107. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.066.

Research on India’s Urban and Rural Planning System and Its Implications for China’s
Planning Reform Under the Belt and Road Initiative
Wang Haitao, Shi Huaiyu, Chen Jian, Zhang Junfei
Abstract: With the continuous implementation of the Belt and Road Initiative, urban and rural
planning, as an important public policy and spatial policy in government administration, will play
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important roles within government cooperations in the future. Therefore, the study of standards and
policies in urban and rural planning field is conducive to provide institutional guarantee and policy
support for future international cooperations. Based on field studies, interviews and literature
reviews, this paper focuses on legal system, administrative system and work system of urban and
rural planning in India. The characteristics are summarized in terms of system integrity,
management coverage, planning contents, space control constraints, implementation effects and
planning participation. On the basis of these characteristics and the key contents of the Belt and
Road Initiative, some relevant enlightenments are provided to the planning reform in areas of policy
coordination, facilities connectivity, unimpeded trade and people-to-people bond.
Keywords: Urban and Rural Planning System; Spatial Policy; Planning Reform; India; The Belt
and Road Initiative
Citation: WANG H, SHI H, CHEN J, et al. Research on India’s urban and rural planning system
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How was the Color Harmony Thought Be Positioned and Applied in Japan’s Landscape Color
Planning
Wang Guanyi, Lu Xu
Abstract: As a main idea of color geography, color harmony thought was widely applied in Japan’s
urban color plans. Based on the research of color harmony thought connotation and Japan’s urban
color planning system, the urban planning literature of Japan’s 20 ordinance-designated cities was
studied comparatively in this paper, and it indicates the importance of color harmony thought and
how it was implemented in Japan. It shows that the color harmony thought stems from the color
geography, the research of urban color standards and the urban color planning system. Also, this
thought is represented in the Japanese city color plans’ objects, standards, content and applications.
Finally, the color harmany thought was accomplished by the methods of integral color harmony
design, the color self-harmonization of building facades, the guidance for the use of building
materials, public participation and the spread of the color harmony thought.
Keywords: Urban Color Plan; Landscape Law; Color Harmony; Color Standard; Japan’s Urban
Planning; Color Landscape
Citation: WANG G, LU X. How was the color harmony thought be positioned and applied in
Japan’s landscape color planning[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(2): 117-124. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2018.549.
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To Keep “Totality” and “Openness”: An Introduction of the Special Issue “Rereading The
Production of Space”
Yang Shan
Abstract: The article gives an account of the reasons why the special issue “Rereading The
Production of Space” is launched. First of all, it is dedicated to memorize the Master, Henri Lefebvre.
His classical work The Production of Space has already become the milestone which contemporary
urban and spatial research cannot evade. However, misreading and misinterpreting have
accompanied with its increasing reputation. Moreover, it is the problematique Lefebvre opens up in
his theory and its intrinsic connection to Chinese realistic situation that has the important implication.
Unlike other issues of Master anthology, this issue neither limits itself in the sheer discipline
category of urban planning and design, nor aims to achieve some standard understandings. It is the
totality and openness inherent in Lefebvrian thoughts that determine the characteristics of the issue.
Through the research, we hope the urban and spatial research could remain the totality and openness.
Keywords: The Production of Space; Totality; Openness; Dialectics of Contradictions; Spatial
Contradictions
Citation: YANG S. To keep “totality” and “openness”: an introduction of the special issue
“Rereading The Production of Space”[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(3): 1-4. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2021.115.

Towards a Three-Dimensional Dialectic: Lefebvre’s Theory of the Production of Space
Christian Schmid
Abstract: This article examines the three hitherto neglected aspects that are crucial to an
understanding of Lefebvre’s theory. First, a specific concept of dialectics that are grounded on the
German dialectics of Hegel, Marx and Nietzsche; second, his own Nietzsche-oriented theory of
language; third, the influence from French phenomenology. Based on the analysis, this article
reconstructures and underlines the three-dimensionality of Lefebvre’s theory of the production of
space. The author analyses the three-dimensional figures from the linguistic perspective, which are
spatial practice, the representation of space, and the space of representation, and the other threedimensional ones from the phenomenological perspective, which are perceived space, conceived
space, and lived space. With reconstructing the theory of space production, this article criticizes
some of today’s most influential interpretations, which, including that from Harvey, Soja, Shields,
and Elden, contribute more to confusion than to clarification.
Keywords: Lefebvre; The Production of Space; Three-dimensionality; Dialectics; Theory of
Language; Phenomenology
Citation: SCHMID C. Towards a three-dimensional dialectic: Lefebvre’s theory of the Production
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A Brief Discussion on the Dialectic and Triple Senses Intrinsic to “the Production of Space”
Liu Huaiyu, Lu Bao
Abstract: How to understand the terminology “the production of space” is central to Lefebvre’s
work The Production of Space. Firstly, Lefebvre reveals a “spatial” connotation in production and
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a “productive” one in space, that is to say, why production has spatiality and space is productive,
and why space is the production of social space. This is because of the intrinsic spatiality in
production and the intrinsic productivity in space. Secondly, Lefebvre understands “the production
of space” in triple senses. The first is in the sense of historical materialism, which means every mode
of social production has its matching socio-spatial form, that is, every society must produce its own
social space. Thus, there is a theory of the history of space. The second is in the sense of the critique
of political economy. While human societies evolve into the capitalist society, the mode of social
production converts from “the production of things in space” into “the production of space itself”,
in other words, the abstract production of space becomes dominated historical force. The first two
understandings are widely known, however, the third sense is relatively ignored, namely the sense
of visions of future society, artistic creation, and architectural design. The prospect of human society
tends from homogeneity, singleness, hierarchy, and fragmentation determined by the capitalist
abstract production of space towards various-possibility, multi-scale, and differential production of
space based on body experience, artistic creation, and urban revolution. The most serious
misunderstanding of Lefebvre’s “the production of space” is no more than to treat it as urbanist
practices under capitalist modernity. To understand the terminology moves to and fro between the
competing modes of the critique of political economy and cultural study, and consists in a vulgarized
understanding resulting from misunderstanding the mode of material production in traditional
historical materialism.
Keywords: The Production of Space; Historical Materialism; Critique of Political Economy;
Cultural Study; Dialectical Utopia
Citation: LIU H, LU B. A brief discussion on the dialectic and triple senses intrinsic to “the
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Dissemination of “the Production of Space” in the Context of Anglo-Saxondom and China and
Its Misreading in the Fields of Chinese Urban Planning and Geography
Yang Shan, Chen Hongzheng
Abstract: “The production of space” is the most important and influential doctrine by Lefebvre. In
the last three decades since its emergence, the theory has gone through three major waves of its
reception in the context of Anglo-Saxondom. In the first two waves, it was misinterpreted to a degree
by Manuel Castell, David Harvey, Edward W. Soja, and other theorists. Likewise, such
misinterpretation also occurs in its Chinese dissemination, especially in the fields of urban planning
and geography. In the name of “the production of space”, most of papers actually lay an emphasis
on spatial political economy insisted persistently by Harvey. Through examining the
epistemological origin of the misinterpretation, and essential and fundamental conceptions such as
knowledge and ideology, dialectics and logics, anti-logos and poetry, space and production, this
article gives its critique on the misreading in urban planning and clarifies the understanding of the
production of space, with briefing a new analytical perspective of “counter-hegemony”.
Keywords: The Production of Space; Spatial Political Economy; Epistemology; Urban Planning;
Counter-Hegemony
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Rereading The Production of Space: Reconstituting Discursive Space and Nanjing School
Imagination of Space
Chu-joe Hsia
Abstract: The author first clarifies Lefebvre’s concept “the production of space”. Then, through
Lefebvre’s critique on USSR urban planners who were unable to produce the socialist space but
only to reproduce the modernist urban design model, the article further reflects on the transplant of
modernity in urban China, the formalized transplant of professional technology. Finally, in the face
of the drastic change unseen in a centenary, through theoretically reflecting on the discourse space
in planning and design, the article seeks to recognize the society and space in the metropolitan region
of Nanjing and the Yangtze Delta, to encourage new professionals committed to the innovation of
social space production, and to recognize the new form of social relations and new spaces. On the
threshold of the global hegemony construction and the transfer of the new paradigm, the article
imagines the Nanjing school discourse space, in order to contest representations of space in the
production of space.
Keywords: Henri Lefebvre; Space; The Production of Space; Discourse; Planning and Design
Citation: HSIA C-J. Rereading The Production of Space: reconstituting discursive space and
Nanjing School imagination of space[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(3): 33-41. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2021.153.

Architectural Project and the Agency of Representation: The Case of Nowa Huta, Poland
Łukasz Stanek
Abstract: On the basis of Lefebvre’s doctrine, this article explores the agency of representation in
the production of space. As Lefebvre stresses, representations are a necessary part of the processes
of space production. Representations result from architectural labour and inhabitants’ creation.
Although the competition and negotiation between different representations lead to an expenditure
of architectural labour in conclusion, they promote the production of space in reality. Using Nowa
Huta, the “first socialist city in Poland”, as a case, this article discusses how the contested
representations of space intervened in the dynamics of space production in the post-socialist period
after 1989. Two specific issues, “the housing question in Nowa Huta” and “alley of roses”, are
chosen as the specific reference points to develop the discussion.
Keywords: The Production of Space; The Agency of Representation; Architectural Project; Poland;
Socialist City
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A Comparative Study of Urban Regeneration Systems in the Developed Countries and Their
Enlightenment to China: Taking France, Germany, Japan, Britain and the United States as
Examples
Liu Di, Tang Jingxian, Zhao Xianfeng, Liu Haoyi
Abstract: Urban development in China is in a period of transition from large-scale urban growth to
quality-led urban regeneration. One of the major issues is to establish a well-organized institutional
system, ensuring that the comprehensive improvement activities are carried out in an orderly manner.
Based on the comparative study of urban regeneration systems in France, Germany, Japan, Britain
and the United States, this research puts forward a fundamental framework for regeneration
consisting of law system, management system, plan system and operation system, as well as
suggestions for a system adapted to China’s institutional environment. There are two main forms of
law system in the five countries. In countries using civil law system, the regulation system of urban
regeneration consists of top-down laws, regulations and decrees. In comparison, countries using
common law system mainly regulate urban regeneration in the form of “legal bundles” promulgated
by sub-national administrative levels. Regeneration management shows obvious characteristics of
decentralization. National and municipal levels are the relatively critical in actual affairs
management. Projects running in the five countries are mostly conducted by market-oriented
cooperative entities authorized by the administrative agencies. Regeneration projects are divided
into two main types, one orients to enhance the competitiveness of cities, which mostly happens in
comprehensive commercial zone in urban center, in contrast, the other aims at social justice, which
is mainly community regeneration considering environment improvement and housing supply. Topdown elite decision-making and bottom-up autonomous declaration are both common in terms of
regeneration project operation. Governments have adopted various creative institutional approaches
in land management, financing, and space monitoring based on political intention and financial
capabilities. Suggestions are put forward considering the current institutional environment and
urban management characteristics in China.
Keywords: Urban Regeneration; Institution System; Governance; Comparative Study; Urban
Regeneration Regulations; Competitiveness; Community Regeneration
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Co-management System and Co-governance Rules: The Policy Enlightenment of Spanish
Condominium to China’s Owner-occupied Housing Management and Community
Governance
Li Yishu, Feng Lin
Abstract: Spain is a typical European country with a high rate of home ownership, and there are
many similarities between Spain and China in terms of real estate development, the nature of
property and the concept of housing. Condominium is the main type of housing in Spanish cities.
After the long-term policy exploration, it has formed a common management system and common
governance rules that could adapt to contemporary urban life, and are mature examples of housing
system the in the developed countries. Based on the history of Spanish Condominium, this paper
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summarizes its development stages and lessons we could learn from. By interpreting the current
legal texts of condominiums, the rights and obligations of different regulatory bodies on the basis
of legal texts, this paper explains the rights and obligations of different social groups in the
management of Spanish condominiums, and analyses the institutionalized and standardized
operation model of community governance. By introducing the condominium co-management
system and rules of co-management, and combining domestic and international research on
condominium policy, this paper compares the current management situation of Chinese self-owned
housing, explores the stage shortcomings, grassroots conflicts and potential enhancement, and
provides valuable reference and inspiration for the formulation of community management policies
for urban self-owned housing in China from multiple dimensions, such as property rights
management, community autonomy, age-appropriate rehabilitation and social consensus.
Keywords: Co-management System; Co-governance Rules; Spain; Condominium; Owneroccupied Housing
Citation: LI Y, FENG L. Co-management system and co-governance rules: the policy
enlightenment of Spanish Condominium to China’s owner-occupied housing management and
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Effects of TOD on Residents’ Commuting Patterns: Empirical Evidence from Tyne and Wear,
the UK
Wen Ping, Zhao Pengjun, Zhou Suhong
Abstract: In car-dependent developed countries, transit-oriented development (TOD) is considered
as an urban design approach guiding residents from car travel to public transport and other
diversified travel modes. Many studies have examined the traffic impacts of TOD by comparing the
travel modes of residents in TOD and non-TOD areas. However, many endogenous factors behind
residents’ decisions on living and travelling among different individuals can hardly be tested in this
method. Longitudinal comparisons on travel modes of the same group of individuals in both TOD
and non-Tod neighborhoods would directly indicate the effects of TOD on individuals’ travel
patterns. Taking Tyne and Wear Metropolitan Area in Northeast England as a case study, and
analyzing data collected from three different TOD neighborhoods in this area in 2015, this paper
explores the changes in job-housing spaces and commuting modes of residents after moving into
these TOD neighborhoods. Results show that some residents’ job-housing spatial patterns have
changed after moving. People who have to give up walking due to the increase in commuting
distance have largely chosen metro instead of car as their alternatives. For those who need to keep
automobile commuting, only a relatively small proportion have turned to metro and most of them
moved from non-TOD neighborhoods. The impact of TOD on commuting is long-term. The gradual
increasing use in metro has strengthened the acceptance of it, and may further influence residents’
decisions on car ownership and future relocation choices, thereby increasing long-term metro use.
It could be concluded that TOD has a limited but profound impact on commuting modes.
Keywords: TOD; Commuting Travel Modes; Job and Housing Space; Residential Self-selection;
Longitudinal Comparison; Tyne and Wear, Metropolitan Area; The UK
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10.19830/j.upi.2019.046.

Three Approaches for the Assessment on “Resilient City” and Its New Directions
Ni Xiaolu, Li Xingqiang
Abstract: City resilience is becoming a widely discussed topic for young and emerging cities in
China. While there is a good amount of theoretical research on city resilience, practical assessment
methods for that is yet to be synthesized. A systematic assessment method on city resilience bears
both theoretical and pragmatic significance–it not only enriches theories on resilience, but also
guides the development of resilient cities in reality. This paper conducts a literature review on
resilient city assessment and then suggests classifying the existing assessment methods into three
types, respectively stemming from: fundamental factors of city construction, features of city
resilience, and stages of resilience. Built on the existing assessment theories, the authors discuss the
possibility of integrating Information and Communications Technologies for Development (ICT4D)
into assessing city resilience in the future. One way of integration is to include dimensions
concerning ICT4D in the assessment system; alternatively, ICT4D can be used as a technological
aid in the assessment process.
Keywords: Resilience Characteristics; Resilient City Assessment System; Three Types; Urban
System; ICT4D
Citation: NI X, LI X. Three approaches for the assessment on “resilient city” and its new
directions[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(3): 76-82. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2019.070.

The Structural Model of Law and Selection Criteria of the Legislation of Territorial Spatial
Planning
Tian Yiyao, Wang Aiyi
Abstract: According to different laws’ status and their scopes of adjustment objects in the
legislative systems, the legal body model is mainly divided into three types: the single-act law model,
the basic law model and the code model. Based on a review of the evolution and current situation
of China’s territorial spatial planning legislation, this paper conducts a comparative study on the
experience choosing a legal model for territorial and spatial planning legislation in foreign countries
and the experience of domestic laws in choosing a legal model, which reveals that the choice of
legal model is determined by the relevant legislation and the implementation of the law. Thus, three
main criteria, namely, the convergence of legal insurable interests, the completeness of basic
legislation and the cohesiveness with other legislation, together constitute the standard framework
for the selection of legal system model for territorial spatial planning.
Keywords: Territorial Spatial Planning; Multiple Planning Integration; The Structural Model of
Law; The Basic Law; Standard Framework
Citation: TIAN Y, WANG A. The structural model of law and selection criteria of the legislation
of territorial spatial planning[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(3): 83-90, 135. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2020.472.
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Principles and Strategies for Construction of Pedestrian Network in Metro Hub Areas
Wu Liang, Lu Wei
Abstract: The construction of pedestrian network is of great significance to the efficiency and
vitality of urban space in Metro Hub Areas. Firstly, this paper discusses the topological model of
distribution and circulation in Metro Hub Areas, and then the both principles of High Efficiency
Weaving of Path Network and Organic Coupling of Nodes System are analyzed on the macro scale.
On this basis, Diverse Layered Strategy based on environment is discussed from the three aspects
of Underground Dominating, Air Dominating and Multi-dimension Dominating combining typical
cases, and Relation Integration Strategy of walking network and urban elements is also discussed
from the two aspects of At-grade Level Optimization and Multi-dimension Network Link.
Keywords: Metro Hub; Pedestrian Network; Station Area; Layered Construction; Relation
Integration
Citation: WU L, LU W. Principles and strategies for construction of pedestrian network in metro
hub areas[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(3): 91-99. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2019.392.

Research on the Spatial Layout Modes of World-class Airport Group in California
Fan Yuan, Jiang Xinchen
Abstract: In recent years, coordinated regional development carried by urban agglomeration has
become main front for the new type of urbanization. The role of airport as traditional transportation
gateway is shifting to new power sources. California has the fastest growing urban agglomeration
in the United States, where its airport clusters are the important platform for internal traffic
organization of the West Coast and even North America, at the same and the gateway to the AsiaPacific region, shaping an important node area for the global supply chain. Thus, it is the important
space for the US to achieve global strategy in coordinating the development between world-class
urban agglomerations and airport clusters. This paper begins with analysis of spatial relationship
between world-class urban agglomerations and airport clusters, then defines the spatial scale and
basic research unit for the coordinated development between them, analyzes the coupling
characteristics of their service levels, functional division and spatial distribution, with the aim to
summarize the functions and planning layout for world-class airport clusters and provide reference
for the spatial layout planning of world-class airport clusters in China.
Keywords: California Urban Agglomeration; World-class Airport Cluster; Density of Airports;
Function of Airports; Circle Layout; Regional Division of Labor; Coordinated Development
Citation: FAN Y, JIANG X. Research on the spatial layout modes of world-class airport group in
California[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(3): 100-112. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2018.536.

Transformation and Regeneration of the Waterfront Space in Dutch Industrial City:
Experience of KvZ Port Area Renewal in Rotterdam
Zhou Zhongkai, Wang Lu, Zhao Jilong
Abstract: Since the 1980s, as the most representative urban waterfront space regeneration plan in
the Netherlands, the Kop van Zuid (KvZ) port regeneration in Rotterdam has influenced
Rotterdam’s development model and urban form. With effective policy support and constant
promotion at the operational level, the project reflected a deep change affected by the economic,
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social and urban spatial factors. Based on the historical background and transformation process of
Kop van Zuid Port Area’s redevelopment, this paper interprets the internal drives and ideologies of
the regeneration process, while analyzing the sustainable operational mechanism and
transformational effects of its project planning, regional transportation integration, public space
shaping, block function optimization, spatial management etc. Finally, the core lessons and
shortcomings of the renewal process are summarized. Through this deep understanding on the
waterfront space transformation in Dutch industrial cities, the paper can contribute to the urban
waterfront redevelopment in China, from the aspects of development strategy positioning, spatial
implementation, and project management.
Keywords: Urban Waterfront Space; Rotterdam; KvZ Port Area Renewal; Spatial Transformation;
Urban Renewal
Citation: ZHOU Z, WANG L, ZHAO J. Transformation and regeneration of the waterfront space
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international, 2021(3): 113-121. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2019.332.

Multi-participation Waterfront Regeneration in the Context of Globalization: A Case Study
of the Rheinauhafen in Cologne, Germany
Li Zifeng, Huang Gengzhi, Xue Desheng
Abstract: The waterfront regeneration has become an important issue of urban spatial
reconstruction process in the context of globalization. Since the direct social connections and market
proximity are not necessary for the modern port commercial activities, port and its activities are
moved to an area far from the city center. Therefore, an abandoned waterfront space is left in the
central area of the city, waiting to be reused and redeveloped. This article studies the urban
regeneration project of the Rheinauhafen in Cologne, Germany, and presents the characteristics of
comprehensive urban regeneration under the influence of globalization, reflecting that the
governmental and local actors actively respond to globalization and take timely measures to
reconstruct spatial functions and urban forms. The project integrates public and private investment
as well as stakeholders into the various stages of the process through a multi-participatory
cooperation mechanism with the combination of top-down and bottom-up. The openness and
transparency of the multi-participatory decision-making process, which under the guidance of
governmental departments, implementation of enterprises, and cooperation of related actors, ensure
the final decision a consensus after various discussions.
Keywords: Waterfront Regeneration; Globalization; Multi-participation; Cologne Rheinauhafen;
Urban Regeneration; Urban Spatial Reconstruction
Citation: LI Z, HUANG G, XUE D. Multi-participation waterfront regeneration in the context of
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international, 2021(3): 122-128. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2019.037.

Experience and Implications of the Adaptive Reuse of Australian Industrial Heritage
Wang Wen, Wang Bei, Chen Wei, He Lei
Abstract: While global cities are experiencing dynamic industrial restructuring and innovation, the
era of industrial heritage regeneration has already come. Australia has abundant industrial heritage
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resources, and has conducted a lot of researches and practical explorations on the adaptive reuse of
industrial heritage, most of which have achieved remarkable results. This paper analyzes three
different types of cases in Australia from the aspects of heritage management, business model, and
the relationship between heritage and cities, and proposes three models of adaptive reuse of
industrial heritages in urban built-up areas, which include an integrated model led by statutory
agencies, a micro-remodeling model of multi-sector cooperation, and a comprehensive urban
renewal model continuously guided by the government. On this basis, the application objects, scope,
and expected effects of the three models are summarized and compared, in order to explore efficient
and effective models for different industrial heritage sites. The implementation mode of adaptive
reuse of industrial heritage will provide some inspiration for the conservation and reuse of industrial
heritages in China.
Keywords: Industrial Heritage; Adaptive Reuse; Implement Modes; International Experiences;
Australia
Citation: WANG W, WANG B, CHEN W, et al. Experience and implications of the adaptive reuse
of Australian industrial heritage[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(3): 129-135. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2020.357.
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The Necessity and Control Strategy of “Medium Density” in Metropolis
Zheng Degao, Dong Shumin, Lin Chenhui
Abstract: High-density city construction has always been a common feature of Asian cities. While
solving the man-land contradiction, it has indeed increased the health, safety and ecological risks of
the city. With the outbreak of the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), the call for reasonable
urban density is increasing. By reviewing the relevant researches on urban density at home and
abroad, it is believed that FAR, building height and open space rate are the three key indicators to
define urban density in block scale, and there is a “medium density” which can maximize the overall
benefits of the city. Combining with the researches on density zoning of typical Asian metropolises,
this paper gives the appropriate indicators for “medium density” of Chinese metropolises (medium
intensity, more open space and diverse building heights), and proposes to build “olive structure” of
density zoning to guide urban construction towards medium density.
Keywords: Medium Density; FAR; Building Height; Open Space Rate; Urban Density Zoning;
Comprehensive Urban Benefits; Planning Administration; Building Capacity
Citation: Zheng D, Dong S, Lin C. The necessity and control strategy of “medium density” in
metropolis[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(4): 1-9. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.272.

Analysis and Reflection on the Phenomenon of Spatial Scale Epoche in Planning Discourse
Discussion
Peng Kuntao, Zhang Xue
Abstract: There are many theoretical sources of urban planning, and many rhetorical devices of
other disciplines are used in planning compilation and research. These rhetorical devices have
certain functions, but intentionally or unintentionally epoche the spatial scale. The suspension of
spatial scale implies the epistemology of reductionism. In the horizontal dimension, it selectively
strengthens some features while neglecting the ubiquitous interaction; in the vertical dimension, it
ignores the incommensurability and ergodicity of spatial laws in multiple scales. In pursuit of the
root, the concepts and theoretical presuppositions from the fields of physics, biology and
architecture affect the cognitive process, intuitive intuition and indirect cognition also cause the
differences between micro and macro, and the knowability of human behavior and psychology is
relatively limited. These factors limit the generalization ability of spatial laws, accompanied by
misuse and even abuse of all kinds of rhetoric. Therefore, it is necessary to test all kinds of rhetoric
through the spatial scale transformation, optimize the cognitive methods of urban and rural space,
return to things themselves, and gradually approach rather than stay away from the truth. In addition,
it is also necessary to go beyond the practical and problem oriented, and gradually enhance the
foundation and purity of planning theory.
Keywords: Spatial Scale; Reductionism; Underfitting; Commensurability; Planning Theory
Citation: PENG K, ZHANG X. Analysis and reflection on the phenomenon of spatial scale epoche
in planning discourse discussion[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(4): 10-16. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2021.147.
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The Progress and Prospects of the Multi-scale Urban Space Network Research
Hou Jingxuan, Zhang Enjia, Long Ying
Abstract: Recently, there are a growing number of scholars studying cities from the perspective of
networks. This research reviews exiting studies by dividing them into three categories to reveal the
spatial scale effects on study methods and contents of urban spatial networks. From the perspective
of the study method, researchers prefer the highly abstract spatial network and measuring the
fundamental characteristics of the network for large-scale studies. In contrast, the fine spatial model
is usually applied at fine-scale explorations to reveal some nodes’ roles in the whole network. As
for the study focus, various types of flows and their dynamics are depicted to interpret some spatial
phenomena at larger scales, and the interaction between flow and spatial network is the main theme
in fine-scale studies. Moreover, this paper tries to show the opportunities of the future multiscale
urban research by prospecting its possible analytic methods and contents, and to provide a new
perspective and reference for urban studies.
Keywords: Network Science; Scale; Spatial Analysis; Spatial Network; Flow Network; Bipartite
Networks; Flow Type
Citation: HOU J, ZHANG E, LONG Y. The progress and prospects of the multi-scale urban space
network research[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(4): 17-24. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2021.072.

The Concept, Practice and Enlightenment of “Urban Perforation” in Japan
Luo Dongfang, Zhai Guofang, Li Wenjing
Abstract: With the changes in the urban development environment, urban shrinkage has occurred
and drawn the attention of academia in the world. “Urban perforation” is a spatial microscopic
representation of urban shrinkage and low-density that proposed by Japan, but it is common in other
countries as well. How to deal with “urban perforation” is an unavoidable problem in achieving a
compact city in the future. This paper summarizes the definition, the causes, the impacts, and the
current distribution characteristics of urban perforation, and reviews the development process of
relevant countermeasures. Then, based on the existing countermeasures, the paper divides
countermeasures into two aspects: solving current problems and preventing measures in the future.
Transfer of rights, administrative participation, contractual agreement and community construction
are included respectively. In the end, the paper puts forward three suggestions to cope with urban
perforation in China, including changing working methods, extending the scope of planning control,
and strengthening the power of community.
Keywords: Urban Shrinkage; Urban Low Density; Perforation; Japan; Response
Citation: LUO D, ZHAI G, LI W. The concept, practice and enlightenment of “urban perforation”
in Japan[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(4): 25-30. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2019.372.

Study on the Definition and Management of the Spatial Use of Coastal Zones Based on the
Degree of Water Dependence: Experiences from the United States
Xing Wenxiu, Yang Xiangyan, Liu Dahai
Abstract: It is an effective method to classify and determine waterfront priority according to the
dependence of various uses on water resources to ensure the optimal utilization of coastal resources.
Under the requirements of Coastal Zone Management Act, most coastal states and territories of the
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United States have established the definitions of water-dependent, water-related and water enhanced
uses to adapt to the development needs of each region. The rich experiences of the United States in
coastal zone spatial use definitions and management is worthy of reference. This paper first reviews
the exploration of coastal space use management based on water resource dependence in China.
Then, it reviews the definitions and examples of different levels of coastal zone spatial use in the
United States, and summarizes the relevant guidelines for terminology setting and management
applications. Finally, based on the development and management practices of China’s coastal zones
and the experiences of the United States, this paper puts forward some considerations and
suggestions on how to establish the control policy system for the spatial use of the coastal zones in
China’s coastal provinces and cities. (1) Clearly divide the authority of the spatial control of the
coastal zones. (2) Determine the definition of coastal zone spatial use and the general representative
list by provincial planning. (3) The city and county planning formulate the coastal zone use control
policy system according to local conditions by delimiting the coastal zone spatial use control line,
dividing coastal sections based on multiple attributes, clarifying the development vision of each
coastal section, and establishing differentiated use control policies in different coastal sections.
Keywords: Water-dependent; Water-related; Water-enhanced; Definition; Utilization Control;
Coastal Zones
Citation: XING W, YANG X, LIU D. Study on the definition and management of the spatial use of
coastal zones based on the degree of water dependence: experiences from the United State[J]. Urban
planning international, 2021(4): 31-42. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2019.596.

The UK’s Social Housing Distribution and Its Effects
Qiu Junli, Liu Yuting
Abstract: As an important part of housing provision, social housing distribution is a key issue in
Chinese cities. Originated from the late 19th century, social housing has a long history in the United
Kingdom, and its distribution has long been discussed. Based on extensive researches and
discussions about social housing distribution in the UK, we try to establish an explorative
framework to link the changing role of social housing and its distribution patterns and discuss its
social-spatial effects. Changing from “providing decent home for the working class” in the late 19th
and early 20th century to “reducing severe housing shortage to meet general needs” during the two
post-World War periods, the role of social housing has become “a safety-net for the least well off”
since the 1970s. Correspondingly, social housing distribution pattern has undergone three stages,
namely “desert-based allocation”, “needs-based allocation” and “choice-based lettings”. We argue
that changes of social housing distribution echoed the market logic of affordable housing reform in
the UK, nevertheless, the social-spatial outcomes indicate its disadvantages to some extent.
Keywords: Social Housing; Distribution Patterns; Residualization; Vulnerable Groups; Need;
Choice; The UK
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Transition, Types and Characteristics of Social Housing System in Germany and Its
Enlightenment to China
Wang Yang, Hong Xiaowei, Li Zhiran
Abstract: As a high welfare country with mature social housing policies, Germany has been
searching for social housing system to match the social needs of different stages of development.
Germany has been trying to adjust the proportion of material social housing supply and monetary
subsidies of tenant and the intensity of rent control by timely, in order to dynamically adapt the
scope of social housing and its target population. In the period of housing shortage after World War
II, Germany built a host of material social housing and introduced social housing policies; in the
period of stable economic development, Germany promoted the marketization of social housing and
strengthened the intensity of monetary subsidy of tenant; after the shock of the housing market,
Germany restarted the construction of material social housing and expanded the scope of monetary
subsidy of tenant. However, the development of German social housing system is also accompanied
by some problems. For instance, the unbalanced allocation of material social housing and monetary
subsidy of tenant promotes the unitary development of social housing model, which reduces the
efficiency of the implementation of social housing policy. Excessive rent control widens the gap in
the rental price of housing rental contracts, including the extension of old housing leasing contracts
and newly signed housing leasing contracts, which hinders the market-oriented flow of social
housing. The neglect of potential social housing target groups leads to the phenomenon of “old age
returning to poverty” and “poverty delay”, which increases the number of people who need social
housing in the future. Learning from Germany, the reform of China’s social housing system needs
to combine with its own development situation, promotes the monetary subsidy of tenant, adheres
to the material social housing supply, improves the rent control system, enhances the efficiency of
market allocation, clarifies the tenant of social housing, and expands the scope of social housing.
Keywords: Germany; Social Housing; Monetary Subsidy of Tenant; Rent Control; Matching of
Tenant and Social Housing
Citation: WANG Y, HONG X, LI Z. Transition, types and characteristics of social housing system
in Germany and its enlightenment to China[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(4): 53-63. DOI:
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A Review of Residential Mobility Research in the 21st Century
Li Mengjie, Lin Sainan, Huang Jingnan, Li Zhigang, Guo Yan
Abstract: Residential mobility is not only an important microcosmic field to analyze urban spatial
reconstruction and residential segregation, but also influences the public resource allocation such as
housing, education and transportation. Based on the review of international studies of residential
mobility since 2000, this paper summarizes and comments on the latest progress in three aspects,
including the research perspective,motivations of residential mobility and results of residential
mobility, and puts forward prospects for future residential mobility research in China. Research
findings are as follows. (1) The research perspective is undergoing a change from static to dynamic,
and life course is the main perspective. (2) Residential mobility is influenced by different levels of
factors, but the influence of macro background on individual relocation decision and residence
preference needs to be further explored. (3) For the consequences caused by residential mobility,
the existing research began to pay attention to the subjective initiative of individuals on the shaping
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of urban space, as well as the impact of residential change on individuals’ health and subjective
well-being. The future residential mobility research in China should combine the core ideas of life
course theory with China’s unique political and economic background, explore new methods and
new theories to provide theoretical foundation for urban spatial planning.
Keywords: Residential Mobility; Life Course; Urban Spatial Structure; Housing Choice; CiteSpace
Citation: LI M, LIN S, HUANG J, et al. A review of residential mobility research in the 21st
century[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(4): 64-72. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2019.565.

Spatial Redistribution of Fundamental Welfare: Hypothesis of the Practical Spatial Justice
and Its Planning Implications
Chen Zhao
Abstract: With the exacerbate differences in urbanization, space justice is increasingly becoming
an important concept in urban planning but there is the divergence about this conception between
planning research and planning practical field. This paper argues that the primary cause of this
divergence lies in the collective subconsciousness of existing planning research while ignoring the
complexity of spatial justice in the practical context. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a practical
spatial justice theory for planning practice. On the basis of reviewing the philosophical evolution of
justice and spatial justice, this paper defines three components of the conception of practical spatial
justice, which are the scenario, the hierarchy and the system. It also identifies fundamental welfare
as the core conception of practical spatial justice. Further, this paper proposes that the role of
planning should be the spatial redistribution of fundamental welfare, including the recognition, redistribution of welfare, and the fix of unjust space production mechanism.
Keywords: Spatial Justice; Social Justice; Fundamental Welfare; Planning Practices; Practical
Improvement
Citation: CHEN Z. Spatial redistribution of fundamental welfare: hypothesis of the practical spatial
justice and its planning implications[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(4): 73-81. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2019.126.

Seeking the Balance Between Strong Regulation and Development: Foreign Experiences of
“Central-Local” Co-governance in Spatial Planning
Zhang Ji, Li Yazhou, Liu Guannan, Ye Chenxi
Abstract: As a direct means of spatial resource governance in China, the major focus of spatial
planning is the balance and co-governance of central and local authorities. In this context, the urban
development boundary and ecological zones become the focal points for balancing central and local
authorities and focusing on the demands of “central control and local development”. However, due
to the great differences in institutional settings, development stages, and planning systems, there are
huge disparities in terms of the prerequisites, priorities, and measures for cogovernance between
different countries. Taking Portland Metropolitan area in the USA, Randstad in the Netherlands, and
Greater London in the UK as examples, this paper discusses the good governance practices of urban
growth boundary (UGB) and ecological zones in three different types of spatial planning systems
respectively, which could be concluded as “local-led”, “moderated”, and “central-controlled” modes.
The paper demonstrates that in both central-controlled and local led spatial planning systems, both
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the central government and local authorities are committed to wrestling over land development
rights through specific planning tools, such as “regional coordination” and “flexible mechanism”,
to find the best balance between the top-down strong regulation and bottom-up development
demands. On this basis, the paper puts forward some suggestions on the demarcation of UGB and
ecological zones, as well as balancing the economic development with ecological protection for
China’s territorial spatial planning.
Keywords: Spatial Planning; Central-Local Government Relationship; Urban Growth Boundary
(UGB); Urban Development Boundary; Ecological Zones; Land Development Rights
Citation: ZHANG J, LI Y, LIU G, et al. Seeking the balance between strong regulation and
development: foreign experiences of “central-local” co-governance in spatial planning[J]. Urban
planning international, 2021(4): 82-90. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.360.

The Conservation and Regeneration Approaches of Historical Villages Under Dynamic
Perspective of Cultural Landscapes
Yun Hong, Lin Haowen
Abstract: In China, mainstream of heritage village planning is “utilization comes after
conservation”. However, it causes fierce friction when encounters with local community’s aspiration
of development. How to build a living heritage village where local community can live continuously
is the key point. Through literature review, this paper sorts out the differences between historical
villages “as cultural heritage” and “as daily places”, and emphasizes the dynamic state of heritage
villages under the concept of “cultural landscape”. The paper points out that the traditional material
based conservation is harmful to the authenticity of historical villages and the human land relation
in long term. By associating the theoretical study of living heritage approach to the practical
experience in Japan, the paper raises four suggestions on regeneration of heritage villages: (1) the
practical objectives of heritage villages should maintain the relationship between human and land;
(2) the practical subject should be local community; (3) the morphological image of heritage villages
should be an evolving local style; (4) the practical measure should be multiple partial optimization
with dynamic feedback. The paper tries to provide both theoretical and empirical references for
regeneration of living heritages in China.
Keywords: Cultural Landscape; Heritage Conservation; Living Heritage Approach; Heritage
Village; Rural Revitalization
Citation: YUN H, LIN H. The conservation and regeneration approaches of historical villages
under dynamic perspective of cultural landscapes[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(4): 91-98,
107. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.545.

Research and Enlightenment of Housing Planning in Portland, the USA
Wang Bei, Chen Wei, Wang Wen, Li Qian, Chen Li
Abstract: As the guarantee for people’s basic welfare, housing is the primary starting point for
building people’s city and improving residents’ happiness. Under the calls on high-level urban
development, high-quality construction and high-efficiency governance, the connotation, content
and implementation of current urban housing system in China need to be further explored and
deepened. This paper focuses on the process and content of housing planning in Portland, and
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summarizes comprehensively the city’s planning attribute, which is called “medium and long-term
urban development and spatial planning”. The planning method and content could be mainly divided
into three parts: dual-oriented demand forecasting, multi-dimensional spatial layout, key
breakthrough policy supplement. The planning implementation could be clarified as two procedures:
planning to zoning and evaluation to excellent planning, which have significant referential meaning
for future urban housing planning in China. Combined with the characteristics of current urban
housing planning in China, it suggests that the dual connotations of social development planning
and special land space planning be clarified in the property of housing planning. In terms of planning
methods and contents, the housing problem investigation and demand forecast should be carried out
in detail, and the spatial layout of housing be optimized by taking multiple factors into consideration,
and the property of housing planning policy be enhanced to solve the urgent housing problems.
Regarding the implementation of the plan, the guidelines for special planning to land the regulations
should be promoted, and the short-term housing development plan be coordinated into the orderly
development of housing.
Keywords: Housing Planning; Portland; Planning Connotation; Planning Formulation Method;
Planning Implementation; Planning Evaluation
Citation: WANG B, CHEN W, WANG W, et al. Research and enlightenment of housing planning
in Portland, the USA[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(4): 99-107. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2020.194.

Plot Redevision as a Tool in Promoting Spatial Refurbishment of Historic Cities: The Example
of Critical Reconstruction in Berlin
Liu Peng, Markus Neppl
Abstract: In the renewal of old cities, plot redivision plays a significant role in the readjustment of
plot pattern and land property structure. The historic urban form of Berlin was heavily damaged
during the period of World War Ⅱ and the post war reconstruction, which also led to great changes
in plot pattern and land property structure. Berlin started a “critical reconstruction” program in its
inner city from the 1980s. Realizing the importance of plot division, this program established
strategies of plot redivision, successfully promoting the restoration of the historical urban area.
Based on the origin and connotations of critical reconstruction, this paper focuses on the goals,
connotations and morphological strategies of plot redivision, and the related institutional support of
land system. Finally, it reflects on what can be learned by Chinese historic urban conservation.
Keywords: Plot Redivision; Historic Cities; Spatial Refurbishment; Critical Reconstruction; Berlin
Citation: LIU P, NEPPL M. Plot redevision as a tool in promoting spatial refurbishment of historic
cities: the example of critical reconstruction in Berlin[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(4):
108-116. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.017.

Refined Governance of Key Sites: Enlightenment from Singapore’s “White Site” Planning
and Development Control
Li Ziming, Wang Shifu
Abstract: This paper comprehensively reviews the background and system of “white site” planning
and development control in Singapore, and takes specific projects as examples to prove the effects
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of “white site” planning in stimulating regional developing vitality and well responses to the
uncertainty of land use demands through the action of land reservation, mixed uses, function
conversion and profit concession. The experience of Singapore’s “white site” planning and
development control has been introduced for a long time to China, accompanied by some
localization practices, but the number of actual refined “white site” planning is very few. It is
rethought that there are differences in application mechanism due to the different stages of urban
development between China and Singapore, which mainly reflects in planning system, land
economy and urban developing experience. In the end, the gradually narrowing gap of application
mechanism in on-going urban high-quality development stage between the two countries is pointed
out. It puts forward the necessity and feasibility of further applying “white site” planning in key
sites in China. The demands of the seriousness of statutory plan and the requirements of developing
in inventory plan should be met, and the maximized benefits of business sites, flexible reservation
of public facilities sites and refined governance of city should be promoted.
Keywords: “White Site” Planning and Development Control; Marina Bay Sands; Detailed Control
Plan; Refined Governance of City; Singapore; Case Study; Comparative Study
Citation: LI Z, WANG S. Refined governance of key sites: enlightenment from Singapore’s “white
site” planning and development control[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(4): 117-125. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2020.200.

Practicing Digitalization in Rural Areas Within a Framework of “Integrated Development”:
A Case Study of OstWestfalenLippe, Germany
Li Yinong, Li Yang
Abstract: Under the background of the increasing economic and spatial connections between urban
and rural areas, the essential meaning of the concept “urban-rural equivalence” is changing. The
provision of public service no longer completely depends on the top-down central place mode, but
is increasingly following a bottom up “integrated development” mode that crosses different spatial
boundaries and administrative levels. Such a relatively flexible and open development mode,
through establishing common perspectives, working plans and cooperation networks between
different entities, helps to avoid competitions and releases the potential of regional cooperation,
solving problems that individual village, county or city may not be able to handle. Through the case
study of digital countryside in OstWestfalenLippe region, this paper investigates the planning
process and implementation measures of German rural digital project within the framework of
“integrated development”, and puts forward three suggestions in consideration of the development
trend of China’s urban rural digital development: enhancing the sustainability, establishing coherent
plans and administrative processes of urban-rural digital development, and promoting the
endogenous power of “bottom-up” digital development in rural areas.
Keywords: Integrated Development; Urban-Rural Equivalence; Cooperation Networks; Bottomup; Rural Digital Development; Smart Countryside
Citation: LI Y, LI Y. Practicing digitalization in rural areas within a framework of “integrated
development”: a case study of OstWestfalenLippe, Germany[J]. Urban planning international,
2021(4): 126-136. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.177.
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Implications of Measuring Resilience of Urban Street Networks: Comparative Study of Five
Global Cities
Yan Wentao, Lu Jianglin, Li Zihao, Shen Yao
Abstract: The concept of resilient city provides a new perspective to deal with uncertain
disturbances or shocks. As the foundation of urban spatial structure, street network is significant for
building a resilient city. In this paper, a quantitative model is established for measuring the resilience
level of urban street network based on the global efficiency of street network. It finds that there are
differences in the resilience levels of the urban street networks in the five global cities included in
this study. The street network of Shanghai has the highest resilient level under two types of
disturbance scenarios; the street network of London has the lowest level of resilience under random
disturbance; the resilient level of Tokyo city street network is the lowest under the perturbation of
sequence scenarios. The result shows that the grid type urban street network with moderate network
density, orderly hierarchical structure and multi-level connections has a high level of resilience when
facing the two kinds of disturbances. This research can provide theoretical support for building a
space-efficient and dynamically adaptable urban street network structures.
Keywords: Street Network; Global Efficiency; Resilience Measurement; Spatial Implications of
Resilience; Scenario Simulation; Comparative Study; Global City
Citation: YAN W, LU J, LI Z, et al. Implications of measuring resilience of urban street networks:
comparative study of five global cities[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(5): 1-12, 137. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2020.317.

International Experience and Implications of Dynamic Adaptive Planning for Urban
Response to Climate Change Uncertainty
Jiang Cunyan, Yuan Qing, Yu Tingting
Abstract: At present, China has carried out some works on urban adaptation to climate change, but
insufficient consideration has been given to the dynamic and uncertainty of climate change. The
paper analyzes the dynamic adaptive planning practice of regions and cities in the developed
countries coping with the uncertainty of climate change from four aspects: climate scenario
prediction and analysis, hierarchical response of policy measures, disaster risk monitoring and early
warning, and stakeholder community participation. In addition, combined with the relatively mature
climate adaptation planning process at home and abroad, this paper constructs a dynamic adaptive
planning framework for cities to cope with the uncertainty of climate change, and advances the
enlightenment for China’s climate change adaptation planning.
Keywords: Climate Change; Climate Adaptation; Uncertainty; Dynamic Adaptive Planning;
International Experience
Citation: JIANG C, YUAN Q, YU T. International experience and implications of dynamic
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International Experience and Inspiration of Adaptive Planning to Cope with Health Risks of
Climate Change
Leng Hong, Li Shuyuan
Abstract: With the increasing impact of climate change on health, how to reduce health risks
effectively and protect the healthy safety of residents is an extremely complex challenge for urban
planning. Based on the analysis of the impact of climate change on health and the significance of
adaptation planning to address climate change health risks, this paper focuses on the international
experience of adaptation planning to cope with health risks of climate change, includes formulating
policies and plans, providing technical tools, implementing risk information monitoring, and
conducting relative research. Furthermore, combining the international experience with the
development status of China’s spatial planning, this paper puts forward enlightenment and
suggestions in terms of emphasizing the health risk assessment of climate change, strengthening the
formulation of plans to cope with health risks of climate change, and promoting the implementation
supervision of the planning to cope with the health risks of climate change.
Keywords: Climate Change; Health Risk; Adaptive Planning; International Experience; Spatial
Planning
Citation: LENG H, LI S. International experience and inspiration of adaptive planning to cope with
health risks of climate change[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(5): 23-30. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2021.332.

Research on Coastal Climate Adaptation Planning Process Involving American Academic
Institutions
Liu Zhaoqi, Song Yan
Abstract: In the context of the frequent occurrence of global climate related disasters, China has
established a coastal climate adaptation planning system. Although it has been initially established
and is being improved, but there are still shortcomings such as weak social emergency network
construction, action logic rationality needs to be improved, and refined management tools need to
be further improved, etc. Learning from experiences with an international perspective can help
China’s relevant planning overcome these challenges. This paper takes the participation of the US
academic institutions in coastal climate adaptation planning as a case study, summarizes and
analyzes the institutional background and technical feasibility of academic institutions participating
in disaster governance. Further, this paper takes the climate adaptation planning actions of six
communities in North Carolina week as examples to introduce the cooperation content and final
effects of planning actions at macro, macro and micro levels. Finally, based on the common patterns
of coastal climate adaptation planning, suggestions are made for further flexible and proactive
involvement of Chinese academic institutions in coastal climate adaptation planning.
Keywords: Coastal Climate Adaptation Planning; Academic Institutions; Collaborative Planning;
Disaster Governance; The United States
Citation: LIU Z, SONG Y. Research on coastal climate adaptation planning process involving
American academic institutions[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(5): 31-40. DOI:
10.19830/j.upi.2021.415.
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Governing Climate Adaptation Planning: The Integration Between Water Management and
Spatial Planning in the Netherlands
Meng Meng, Li Wenzhu, Wang Shifu, Yan Juan, Vincent Nadin
Abstract: The notion of the integration between water management and spatial planning is
increasingly prevalent in governing climate adaptation. As a pioneer, the Netherlands has made a
great effort to support this idea. This paper first introduces the evolution of organizational structures
of the Dutch government since the 1990s. In this process, the external coordination and
decentralization trends contribute to the merger of two ministries in relation to water affairs and
urban development. Following that, this paper reveals how the policy framing from water
management and spatial planning is changed, which finalizes close coordination between
hydrological engineers and planners at national policy documents. This paper concludes with
suggestions to improve the Chinese spatial planning system, which spare limited attention to policy
making, technics and coordination in such a cross-boundary governing issue.
Keywords: Spatial Planning; Water Management; Climate Adaptation; Governance; Organisational
Evolution; Policy Dynamics
Citation: MENG M, LI W, WANG S, et al. Governing climate adaptation planning: the integration
between water management and spatial planning in the Netherlands[J]. Urban planning international,
2021(5): 41-51. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2021.428.

Research on Urban Water Environment Resilience Planning Under the Background of
Climate Change: A Case Study of Singapore
Chen Tian, Shi Chuanmiao, Wang Gaoyuan
Abstract: Climate change has brought many challenges to urban planning and sustainable
development. Resilience planning provides effective theoretical and technical supports or improving
urban safety and stability. In the process of climate change, Singapore faces multiple threats such
as water shortages, extreme weather and rain and flood disasters, and adopts resilience planning to
deal with such crises. This paper uses literature research, comprehensive analysis and other methods
to analyze how Singapore integrates the concept of resilience into the planning system under the
background of climate change to achieve the healthy development of the water environment and
urban space. Singapore has adopted an iterative and evolving water planning policy and an
integrated planning system, and formulated resilience planning strategies in four aspects: water
resources regulation and storage, water ecological restoration, water safety prevention and control,
and water climate regulation. The implementation of countermeasures is ensured by the formulation
of design guidelines, reorganization of departmental structure, multi-agent negotiation and other
methods. Drawing lessons from Singapore’s resilience planning methods for the water environment
under the background of climate change in Singapore, this study provides experience and reference
for the urban resilience planning in China, and explores paths to improve planning system, strategy
system and practice system.
Keywords: Climate Change; Urban Resilience; Resilience Planning; Water Environment;
Singapore
Citation: CHEN T, SHI C, WANG G. Governing climate adaptation planning: the integration
between water management and spatial planning in the Netherlands[J]. Urban planning international,
2021(5): 52-60. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2021.430.
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Analyzing the Transformation of 3D Urban Morphology and Corresponding Surface Heat
Island Effect in Beijing
Cai Zhi, Tang Yan, Liu Chang, Matthias Demuzere
Abstract: Rapid urbanization has changed the physical urban morphology, and results in various
environmental problems, one is the urban heat island effect. In this paper, we use multi-source
satellite remote sensing data (e.g., Landsat series and Sentinel series) and deep-learning technology
to identify and analyze the three-dimensional (3D) urban morphology transformation characteristics
in Beijing, as well as its corresponding surface urban heat island effect in recent 20 years, which is
based on Local Climate Zone (LCZ) scheme. The results show that the morphological types of lowrise buildings continued to shrink and the trend towards high-rise types (e.g., compact high-rise,
open high-rise) is obvious. The transformation of urban morphology is mainly driven by urban
planning and government policies. Urban morphology transformation has also affected and changed
the spatial-temporal distribution of surface urban heat island in Beijing. High surface urban heat
island effect zones mainly appear in the compact low-rise, compact mid-rise and large low-rise types.
Based on those analyses, corresponding planning strategies have been put forward to provide
decision support for mitigate surface urban heat island and enhancing urban climate adaptability.
Keywords: Land Surface Temperature; Surface Urban Heat Island; Three-dimensional Urban
Morphology; Local Climate Zone; Transformation; Beijing
Citation: CAI Z, TANG Y, LIU C, et al. Analyzing the transformation of 3D urban morphology and
corresponding surface heat island effect in Beijing[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(5): 61-68.
DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2021.407.

Applying a Plan Integration for Resilience Scorecard to Practice: Experiences of Nashua, NH;
Norfolk, VA; Rockport, TX
Philip Berke, Jaimie Masterson, Matthew Malecha
Abstract: Planning for land use and development is key to mitigating hazard events and the effects
of climate change. Communities adopt multiple plans that directly and indirectly address hazard
mitigation; the integration of local plans can significantly affect future community vulnerability to
hazards. In partnership with community-based users, we tested and co-developed a Resilience
Scorecard that enables local officials to self-evaluate the degree to which the network of local plans
targets areas most prone to hazards, and then assess the coordination of local plans. We chronicle
and evaluate the impacts of the Resilience Scorecard application process from the local prospective
in three communities vulnerable to flooding and climate change, including determining changes in
local capacity to proactively plan, level of integration of mitigation actions in local networks of
plans, strength of land use and development regulations, public investments for mitigation, and
physical and social vulnerability. According to the summary of practical experience, the application
of Resilience Scorecard can effectively enhance regional planning capacity, promote planning
integration and reduce vulnerability.
Keywords: Multi-plan Integration; Urban Resilience; Hazard Vulnerability; Network of Plans;
Resilience Scorecard
Citation: BERKE P, MASTERSON J, MALECHA M. Applying a plan integration for resilience
scorecard to practice: experiences of Nashua, NH; Norfolk, VA; Rockport, TX[J]. Urban planning
international, 2021(5): 69-77. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2021.488.
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Spatial Scale Problem of Jobs-Housing Relationship Based on Cellphone Data: Case Studies
of Shanghai and Shenzhen
Zhou Xingang, Sun Chenchen, Niu Xinyi
Abstract: Jobs-housing balance has been regarded as an important strategy to reduce commuting
distance and to alleviate traffic congestion. However, there are debates about the impact of jobshousing balance on commuting. One reason for the controversies is that most existing literatures
rely on the traditional survey data and are limited to a certain spatial analysis unit, resulting in
various conclusions due to different spatial analysis scales. Cellphone data, with the advantages of
large sample size and high spatial accuracy, can be aggregated into different spatial scales, providing
new data basis for exploring spatial scale problem in the jobs-housing relationship studies. Taking
Shanghai and Shenzhen as examples, this study systematically combs the spatial scale effects in the
analysis of jobs-housing relationship from two aspects based on cellphone data: the measurement
of jobs-housing relationship and whether jobs-housing balance can alleviate the commuting problem.
It finds that the measurement indexes of jobs-housing relationship change with different spatial
analysis scales. Compared with small spatial analysis units, larger units tend to have a higher jobshousing balance level, better employment self-containment and less excess commuting. Moreover,
the correlation between jobs-housing balance and commuting distance as well as employment selfcontainment will be significantly enhanced with the expansion of spatial analysis units. Therefore,
it suggests that appropriate spatial analysis unit should be selected through multi-scale comparative
analyses to reduce the interference of scale effect on the results of jobs-housing relationship studies.
Keywords: Jobs-Housing Relationship; Spatial Scale; Jobs-Housing Balance; Cellphone Data；
Employment Self-containment; Excess Commuting
Citation: ZHOU X, SUN C, NIU X. Spatial scale problem of jobs-housing relationship based on
cellphone data: case studies of Shanghai and Shenzhen[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(5):
78-85. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2021.169.

From Radical Experiment to Historical Revival: A Study on Transitional Urban Development
of Skopje
Wang Yanze, Wu Guanzhong, Zhou Minghao, Wu Jiang
Abstract: Balkan cities are constantly absent in researches of modern European cities. Skopje, the
capital of the Republic of North Macedonia, is a unique case in Balkan cities. As political systems
of the country changed during the last century, the capital city has been seeking expression of
national identity for each system. Numbers of architects and urban planners, including Kenzo Tange,
contributed to the urban planning of the city. The research focuses on two incompatible urban
schemes in 1965 and 2014, and demonstrates their continuity and differences through a historical
narrative. It analyses evolution and revolution of the city planning from radical modernism to
conservative classicism in the perspectives of national image, cultural confidence, participation in
decision-making and city industry, so as to reveal a path of the urban development in the background
of multi-cultures of global cities.
Keywords: The Republic of North Macedonia; Skopje; Kenzo Tange; Modernism; Classicism;
Historical Revival; Urban Planning
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Reviewing the Research Development of Perceived Accessibility to Urban Parks and Its
Application Inspirations in the Trend of Human-oriented Planning
Zhang Jingyuan, Tan Puay Yok
Abstract: Accessibility is one of the most important indicators used in urban park system planning,
since the spread of services provided by parks largely depends on park usage, while park usage is
closely related to the perceptions of potential park users regarding accessibility. In recent years, with
the development of information technology and human-oriented planning agenda, the relationship
between human and space tends to be more complex, which gradually transcends the traditional
physical spatial relationship, and the importance of personal perceptions and preferences in affecting
park use behavior becomes more obvious. However, physical accessibility which is based on
geographical locations fails to reflect the whole picture of accessibility, which limits its theoretical
and practical applications. Perceived accessibility incorporates microscale perceptions and
preferences into its conceptual and assessment system, which is an important complement of
physical accessibility. But current studies on the theoretical and practical applications of perceived
accessibility are still very limited, especially in China. This paper focuses on the development of
assessment of perceived accessibility, systematically reviewed relevant studies in China and
overseas countries, and explains the differences between perceived accessibility and traditional
physical accessibility in the aspects of concept, measurement, and practical applications, so as to
facilitate the development of theoretical framework and methodology of perceived accessibility, and
provide theoretical references for the planning and refined management of urban parks with the
prevalence of human oriented planning agenda.
Keywords: Urban Park; Perceived Accessibility; Spatial Accessibility; Assessment Method;
Influential Factor; Human-oriented Planning
Citation: ZHANG J, TAN P Y. Reviewing the research development of perceived accessibility to
urban parks and its application inspirations in the trend of human-oriented planning[J]. Urban
planning international, 2021(5): 96-103. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2020.425.

Towards the Spatial Planning Framework Act: Lessons from South Africa, s Spatial Planning
and Land Use Management Act
Zhang Zhongli
Abstract: China has put the Spatial Planning Law on the legislation agenda and one of the key
problems is which model is better to harmonize the new Spatial Planning Law and other land
management related laws. The South Africa Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act with
the spatial planning system as its core, takes the framework act model to integrate spatial planning
and land management, to promote the spatial development and protection, and to avoid the
coordination problems between several laws. With the South Africa’s experiences, this paper
suggests that China should make spatial planning legislation under one single framework act to
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cover the spatial development, spatial planning and land management issues to enhance the
systematization of spatial planning and land management law.
Keywords: Spatial Planning Legislation; Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act; The
Spatial Planning System; The Framework Act; South Africa
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Counter-measurements and Implications from Marine Disaster Prevention and Mitigation
Planning of Coastal Zones in Japan
Xi Jiaoru, Wang Jiangbo
Abstract: In current risk of marine disasters, the coastal zone of the Pearl River Delta confronts
with the contradiction between the demands in raising up the standard of safeguards and the existed
urban living density as well as the development intention. Taking the Great East Japan Earthquake
and Tsunami as a chance, Japan proposed planning counter-measurements of marine disasters in the
coastal zones which integrated disaster prevention and mitigation. It provides inspirations for the
Chinese case. This study analyzes the disaster prevention and mitigation planning of coastal zones
in Japan in the sequence of post-disaster reconstruction methods, legacies and policies which
generalized to the nationwide, and various implementations by local authorities, and picks up crucial
planning counter-measurements. It proposes advises for the disaster prevention and mitigation
planning of marine disasters in the Pearl River Delta from three aspects: the general coping methods
of marine risks in grade, the implementation counter measurements of disaster prevention and
mitigation, the coordination system between multi-stakeholders.
Keywords: Coastal Zone; Marine Disaster; Disaster Prevention and Mitigation Planning; CounterMeasurements and Implications; The Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami; The Pearl River
Delta
Citation: XI J, WANG J. Counter-measurements and implications from marine disaster prevention
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Exploration on the Emergency Distribution Terminal System of Subsistence Goods Based on
Convenience Stores: Experience of Convenience Stores in Post-Disaster Rescues of Japan
Jiang Kaikai, Gao Yichen, Sun Jie
Abstract: During the COVID-19 epidemic, the imperfection of the distribution terminal system in
China has exposed. In Japan, taking both daily retail services and emergency rescue into
consideration, convenience stores are combination of commercial facilities and emergency
distribution terminals of subsistence goods, so that they have become the main places for residents
to obtain living supplies after disasters. The Japanese case has certain reference for China. Based
on the analysis of community commerce and convenience stores in China, this paper puts forward
the idea of taking some convenience stores into the emergency distribution system from the wartime
thinking. It also suggests that, in order to form an efficient distribution terminal system for
emergency supplies, which are serviceable at both peacetime and wartime, convenience stores
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should get a balanced layout based on population distribution and the scale of neighborhood in the
city. Besides, government should provide favorable policies to support and guide the development
of convenience stores through cooperating with enterprises. Last but not least, it is better to get a
moderate brand concentration for convenience stores so as to ensure the orderly supply of
subsistence goods in post-disaster rescues.
Keywords: Convenience Store; Subsistence Goods; Distribution Terminal; Disaster; Japan;
COVID-19
Citation: JIANG K, GAO Y, SUN J. Exploration on the emergency distribution terminal system of
subsistence goods based on convenience stores: experience of convenience stores in post-disaster
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Research on the Social Housing Community Planning from the Perspective of Spatial-Social
Relation: Reflection on Inclusionary Housing Programs in the United States
Gu Yuanyuan, Xing Zhong, Chen Zilong, Qiao Xin, Jin Qiao
Abstract: How to integrate social housing and public rental housing into urban housing system, to
avoid social problems derided with the construction of low-income areas, draws a lot of attentions
from both academy and society. Taking the “space-society” correlation and its influence on the
reproduction of social relations as the main thread, the paper tends to detect the concept and
connotation of inclusionary housing programs in the United States from the perspective of “spacesociety” relationship. The paper tends to comb various policies with the coexistence of mandatory
and flexible guarantee incentives and spatial measures for all parties to jointly promote the
construction of inclusive housing program. Furtherly, remarkable reflections are concluded as
following: incorporate affordable housing into city neighborhoods indiscriminatingly, benefit all the
residents including the low-income groups from the spatial network, and achieve social harmony by
spatial integration, catalyze reproduction of positive social relationship.
Keywords: Spatial-Social Relation; Social Housing; Inclusionary Housing Program; Inclusive
Neighborhood; Social Incorporation
Citation: GU Y, XING Z, CHEN Z, et al. Research on the social housing community planning from
the perspective of spatial-social relation: reflection on inclusionary housing programs in the United
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Public Product Orientation: Urban Village Renewal Under Polycentric Governance, A Case
Study of Ningmeng Talent Apartment in Shuiwei Village, Shenzhen
Wan Chengwei, Yu Yang
Abstract: The existing urban village renewal model is difficult to meet the diversified needs of
megacity socio-economic transformation and development, which has become a key factor in
limiting the effects of renewal and transformation. Based on the perspective of polycentric
governance theory, this paper analyzes the shortcomings of the traditional renewal model. After
defining the four main bodies (government, market, villagers, migrants) and their roles in the
renewal of urban villages, it suggests that the urban village renewal and reconstruction in China
shall establish a polycentric governance schema with equalized collaboration and inclusion of
migrants. Then, through the case study of Shuiwei Village in Shenzhen, it is found that the
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construction of public goods (interests) is an important catalyst for polycentric governance. In
addition, the renewal strategy guided by “talent housing” supply as a low-cost affordable housing
supply solution in large cities, has explored a new path of local governance for the nation. On this
basis, the paper puts forward the path of multi-center governance renewal of urban villages, which
includes: changing government affairs from management to governance; actively integrating the
goal of enterprise development into the one of public policy and conforming to the law of market;
strengthening the community cultivation and promoting the ability of autonomy; offering the “urban
right” to the alien population to promote the development of civilization; using the urban public
products (benefits) to promote the “compromise” of all parties; seeking for the relative optimal
results of the collective in the renewal process; and promoting negotiation and cooperation.
Keywords: Public Goods; Polycentric Governance; Urban Village; Renewal Model; Shuiwei
Village in Shenzhen
Citation: WAN C, YU Y. Public product orientation: urban village renewal under polycentric
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Legalization of Informal Living Basement in Megacities: A Case Study of New York City
Chen Yulin, Hao Sijia
Abstract: China’s megacities have long faced pressure on the supply of affordable housing due to
population influx. As potential affordable living space, basement has not been effectively used due
to poor physical condition and high security risk. After years of exploration, the government of New
York City officially passed the revision of local building codes in 2019, and carried out the Basement
Apartment Conversion Pilot Project (BACPP) in East New York. This paper introduces its working
process, implementation mechanism and key strategies of the legalization of underground space,
and analyzes the specific measures of regulatory revisions, government loan support, and housing
rent control. This study provides insights into inclusive governance of informal underground living
space in China’s megacities.
Keywords: Basement; Urban Renewal; Informal Housing; Legalization; New York City
Citation: CHEN Y, HAO S. Legalization of informal living basement in megacities: a case study
of New York City[J]. Urban planning international, 2021(6): 1-8, 47. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2021.040.

Community Planning Approaches for Megacity Governance
Yang Chen
Abstract: From the perspective of urban planning, the current global megacity governance faces
the triple challenges of equity and efficiency in public service provision, risk management and
sustainable development, and the construction of a multi-actor governance system. Community
planning & community governance is the key to meet these challenges. Taking five megacities,
London, Tokyo, New York, Beijing and Shanghai as examples, this special issue aims to analyze,
compare, and rethink the new contents and approaches of community planning in each megacity in
terms of power division, economic revitalization, social inclusion and resilience. Then it provides
ideas to the community planning and construction of other Chinese cities in the future.
Keywords: Megacity; Urban Governance; Community Planning; Multi-actor Governance;
International Comparison
Citation: YANG C. Community planning approaches for megacity governance[J]. Urban planning
international, 2021(6): 9-11. DOI: 10.19830/j.upi.2021.561.

Decoding Neighbourhood Development Plans in England: the Case of Greater London
Shen Yao, Xu Yiyi, Law Stephen, Yang Tao
Abstract: The Localism Act 2011 demonstrates a shift from regional plans and structure plans
towards neighbourhood development plans (NDPs) as a new planning layer where neighbours are
increasingly essential unties for local governance. This shift demonstrates dual objectives:
centralising power to promote more development on the one hand; and devolving other powers
down to the local, and the interactions between these two aims characterising of the UK’s current
planning system. This paper reviews the backdrop in which the concept of NDP was born and how
it has been employed in refined neighbourhoods within London’s urban and rural areas for
demonstrating the varying features of NDPs across spaces and cases. It ends with a discussion on
the initial approaches to NDPs as a planning tool for any emerging communities in modern
megacities as a reference.
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Community Governance in Tokyo: Collaborative Town Development and Emerging Models
Nakajima Shin, Tang Min
Abstract: This paper discusses the collaborative turn of town development to address the emergent
models of community governance. It builds on the empirical studies of three representative areas in
Tokyo: two centrally located neighbourhoods and one peripheral town. All of them are facing a
twofold challenge: (1) how to (re)build local community from divided newcomers and traditional
landowners; (2) how to generate collaborative town development with the participation of
government, diverse local residents and third parties. Through the analytical reading of each case’s
socio-spatial evolution and contextualised practices of community development at various scales,
this paper reveals the changing power dynamics between actors in the emerging local governance
network. As a result, it demonstrates three local experiments of collaborative town development:
associational development, progressive conservation vision, and intermediate support. We argue
that future community planning (encompassing place-making and governance) should recognise the
diverse actors and their potential cooperations, as well as reconsider the mediate role of urban
professions in building a shared vision of community development.
Keywords: Landowners; New Residents; Private Development; Public Participation Systems;
Collaborative Town Development; Social Experiment
Citation: NAKAJIMA S, TANG M. Community governance in Tokyo: collaborative town
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The Introduction and Discussions of Resilient Community Planning Practices in New York
City
Zhong Xiaohua
Abstract: With the process of urbanization and globalization, global megacities have entered an era
of high-risk society, while the complexity, uncertainty and diffusion of risks are also increasing.
Therefore, the establishment of resilient system has become significant. Due to high aggregation,
mobility and global dependence, megacities are facing more comprehensive risk challenges. As the
most basic urban governance unit, communities are particularly important in the framework of
resilient building system. Therefore, this paper reviews the theoretical and practical evolution of
resilient community planning, and then selects key factors as the participants, management
mechanism, planning tools and integrated system to analyze NYC’s practices. Through analyzing
the cases of 197-a planning (community-based planning), emergency response network
(management system), waterfront community zoning (special zoning tools) and PLACES Initiative
(whole community approach), this paper discusses how Chinese cities can learn from NYC’s
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practices on the construction of resilient community in domestic megacities from the aspects of
policy tools, decision making mechanism and implementation paths.
Keywords: New York City; Resilience; Community Planning; Risk; Governance
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Innovative Practice of Grassroots Space Governance in Beijing: Principal Planner Institution
and Community Planning Action Strategies
Liu Jiayan, Deng Xiangyu
Abstract: With the process of rapid urbanization and social space transformation in China, the urban
grassroots space governance is facing complex challenges, and it is urgent to integrate the
institutional innovation and action strategies for in-depth exploration. In recent years, in some
Chinese megacities like Beijing, the development of community planning has gradually evolved
from “activity organization mode” to “institution leading mode”. It is reflected in promoting
systematic and all around community planning activities through the institutional innovation of
community planner, so as to promote grassroots space governance and improve the quality of living
environment. Taking the principal planner institution and community planning practice in Beijing
as the main research object, this paper constructs a “structure-action” interactive perspective and
probes into its development process, main characteristics and practice path. It reveals that, from the
perspective of structure, the construction of Beijing principal planner institution is to promote the
innovation of grassroots space governance with the idea of holistic governance, and presents the
characteristics of government-led, systematic institution support, and diversified embedded working
mechanism; from the perspective of action, the principal planner teams rely on institution authorized
power and trust capitals, focus on the development of public domain, take the perspective of
humanistic care, and carry out flexible and diverse community planning action strategies within the
three fields of grassroots administration, society and life. Finally, in view of the main problems in
current development of Beijing principal planner institution, it is suggested to further clarify the
identity positioning and responsibility and power scope of the team, promote its work functions of
social coordination and participation mobilization, and improve the team structure of
interdisciplinary and hierarchical extension.
Keywords: Beijing; Grassroots Space Governance; Principal Planner; Community Planning;
“Structure-Action” Perspective
Citation: LIU J, DENG X. Innovative Practice of Grassroots Space Governance in Beijing:
principal planner institution and community planning action strategies[J]. Urban planning
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Practical Exploration of Shanghai Community Planner System and Optimization Suggestions
from the Perspective of Governance
Zhu Yiyu, Xi Tingxia, Kuang Xiaoming, Gao Jia
Abstract: Entering the period of stock development, community planning plays a vital role in
promoting community governance in megacities. The paper first selects megacities with welldeveloped community planning systems at home and abroad as the research object, and attempts to
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summarize the important role of community planners in the process of community governance in
terms of governance content and communication and consultation by analyzing the roles and
functions of complex and diverse stakeholders in the governance process, including government,
society and the market. Secondly, this paper summarizes the community planner system in Shanghai,
which is being improved through continuous self-adaptive exploration. By comparing the
governance models and operating mechanisms of local communities in the six districts of central
Shanghai, this paper summarizes the overall characteristics of Shanghai’s community planners in
terms of work content, the role of planners, working mechanisms, and system construction, and it
expounds the limitations of the dynamic nature of planners and the complexity of multi-sector multisubjects in the process of updating implementation. In response to characteristics and limitations,
this paper puts forward useful approaches for wide reference in the light of the four representative
community governance practice cases in Shanghai. Finally, based on the new trend of the
development of Shanghai participatory community planning, this paper analyzes the Shanghai
participatory community planning system, and provides the optimization suggestions for the
community planner system under the perspective of Shanghai’ s Community Governance.
Keywords: Community Planning; Community Governance; Governance Community; Community
Planner System; Participatory Community Planning; System Optimization; Shanghai
Citation: ZHU Y, XI T, KUANG X, et al. Practical exploration of Shanghai community planner
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A Critical Thinking and Introspection of Global City Research: Reflection on Shanghai’s
Urban Planning Strategies
Wang Xiaoyang, Niu Yanhua
Abstract: Since the 1970s, global city research has produced fruitful contributions both
theoretically and empirically, and has significantly influenced the spatial strategic planning of cities
worldwide. However, in these processes, policy makers have misused, overused and used relatively
old theories of global city for planning practices. This paper analyzes the concept and theories of
global city research, and summarizes the criticism of global city research. Then, in the context of
Shanghai’s urban-regional development, it proposes the concept of rescaling city-region from the
post-structuralism perspective. The purposes of this paper are articulated as follows: first, it provides
the guidance for the direction of empirical research in terms of China’s global cities. Second, it
shows academic evidence for policy makers, indicating which theoretical progress in global city
research is more appropriate for guiding urban planning at the local scale.
Keywords: Global City; Post-structuralism; Shanghai; Rescaling; City-Region
Citation: WANG X, NIU Y. A critical thinking and introspection of global city research: reflection
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The Holist Explanation of the New Urban Agenda
Lai Chuyang, Wang Hongyang
Abstract: The New Urban Agenda is the most important outcome of the United Nations Conference
on Housing and Urban Sustainability (the“Habitat III” Conference). This paper contains an
explanation of the structure of the text exposes the hidden linear and collage logic of “planning
becomes everything”. How does this happen and what’s the problem? The traditional paradigm of
thinking meets the bottleneck of “everything” and “nothing” as the planning objects get more
complex and open. With the constant expansion of planning objectives and enriched planning
contents, internal contradictions and conflicts are concealed and blurred, however. It is also
attempted to construct a relatively optimal reference system for the holistic conformity of urban
elements and their relations through guessing and testing, because of the inevitability of instinctive
synchronic thinking logic. In a word, this paper is a practical application of a no-priori, synchronic
and relation conforming holistic thinking paradigm.
Keywords: New Urban Agenda; Everything; Linear Logic; Collage of Part; Holism
Citation: LAI C, WANG H. The Holist Explanation of the New Urban Agenda[J]. Urban planning
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Smart Community Classification and Integrated Development from the Perspective of
Product Application
Liu Quan
Abstract: At present, the cognitive differences of different enterprises and the product
characteristics result in diversified types of smart communities domestically and internationally.
From the perspective of the application of technology products in smart communities, smart
community can be divided into four types: “information+” type, “space+” type, “product+” type
and “integration+” type. The relationship between technology products and space carriers plays a
major role in creating these four types of smart community. Intelligent technology products can be
divided into two categories: technology-driven products and demand driven products, and spatial
elements can be divided into two categories: structural spatial elements and attached spatial
elements. Based on the classification, four combinations of smart technology products and spatial
elements can be shaped, and a quadrant classification of intelligent technology products applied in
smart communities can be formed. Four types of smart community are clearly positioned in this
quadrant. It suggests a more integrated model should be used to construct more reasonable smart
communities in the future. It is significant to deal with the third kind of combination relationship
well, which means to promote good combination of technology-driven products and structural
spatial elements. It requires cross-disciplinary integration in the field of new technology and urban
planning to provide technical support.
Keywords: Future Community; Intelligent Community; Smart City; Intelligent City; Technological
Product; Sidewalk Labs; Waterfront Toronto
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International Research Progress on Measuring Urban Resilience
Duan Yiyan, Zhai Guofang, Li Wenjing
Abstract: In recent literatures about urban studies, urban resilience has been widely discussed as a
strategy to copy with risk. Based on concepts and theories of urban resilience summarized from
existing researches, this paper proposes two analyzing paradigms to conduct quantitative
measurement with introduction to cases of assessment on urban resilience in international practice,
which is to analyze urban resilience as a process and as an outcome. Furthermore, the differences
of epistemology around and quantitative methods of urban resilience involved in these two
paradigms are elaborated subsequently, and lead to a suggestion that quantitative measurement of
resilience in China should follow the epistemology drawn from local practices. Meanwhile, this
paper also suggests that more dynamic, precise and diversified measurement will contribute to a
more comprehensive assessment of urban resilience in the future of China.
Keywords: Urban Resilience; Resilience Measurement; Resilience Assessment ; Resilience
Evaluation Index; Analyzing Paradigms of Resilience
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Judgementally Neutral: Oxfordshire Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) Project
Based on GIS of Historical Map’s Overlay
Cui Yanyu, Zhu Xiaoming
Abstract: Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) Project in England upholds the value
principle that “all types have value and all can be managed or curated in ways appropriate to their
character”, and it relies on the historical map overlay of GIS to complete characterisation of the
entire England territory and establish an operating system for managing changes. Firstly, this paper
briefly describes the origin, value-neutral concept and principles of HLC. Secondly, through a
review of the demonstration project Oxfordshire HLC, the application of GIS of historical map
overlay under the neutral concept is discussed, focusing on several key technical links including
defining polygons, thesaurus, and database. At the same time, the application of HLC in timeslice
maps, historic significance values and assessing the capacity for change around five of
Oxfordshire’s major settlements is introduced. Finally, it summarizes the enlightenment of HLC,
including the integration of heritage protection, archaeology and cartography, the importance of
large-scale maps, and the thinking of human perspective. It also puts forward the generalization and
coexisting problems of HLC, and emphasizes the combination of qualitative and quantitative
analysis, regular updates and other technical means to deal with this problem, so that the results are
close to the principle of objectivity and neutrality.
Keywords: Value Neutral; Historical Map; Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC); Polygons;
Overlay; Geographic Information System (GIS)
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The Functional Polycentricity Characteristics and Planning Responses of Urban
Agglomeration Core Area in the Yangtze River Delta: A Study Based on Intercity Trip
Connection
Wang Yao, Niu Xinyi
Abstract: This paper analyzes the characteristics of functional polycentricity in the core area of the
Yangtze River Delta Urban Agglomeration by using mobile positioning big data to measure the
intercit trip relationships. The measured functional polycentricity is compared with the ideal model
to promote the research of the Yangtze River Delta and to enrich the theory of functional
polycentricity. Mobile phone signaling data is used to calculate intercity trips in the Yangtze River
Delta during three time periods including weekdays, weekends and holidays. Then the
characteristics of functional polycentricity are examined from the three aspects of functional
connection strength, functional connection symmetry and functional group. Firstly, it finds that this
area has a feature of exchange interaction model and shows the unbalanced functional polycentric
features. Besides, the functional polycentricity has the spatial-temporal characteristic in three time
periods, which means its functional polycentricity characteristics in weekdays, weekends, and
holidays are significantly different. The differences result from the impact of regional imbalances.
Secondly, compared with the ideal model, the degree of polycentricity is the highest in the weekends
and the lowest in the weekdays in the core area of the Yangtze River Delta Urban Agglomeration.
Thus, this paper suggests the spatial planning of the Yangtze River Delta Urban Agglomeration
make three planning responses to build a relatively balanced functional polycentricity pattern, which
include forming the metropolitan area around Shanghai, Nanjing, Hangzhou and Ningbo, building
the transportation facilities system involving the intercity railway and the high-speed railway,
ensuring the balance of commercial and public service facilities.
Keywords: Intercity Trips; The Yangtze River Delta; Urban Agglomeration; Functional
Polycentricity; Planning Responses
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Study on the Path of Street Public Space Governance Based on Programming: The Example
of Street Space Governance Process in New York City (2007-2020)
Chen Xuan, Liu Yihan, Ding Zhuhui
Abstract: As an essential carrier of urban public life, street public space’s governance capacity has
been a vital assessment target for local governments’ public service capacity over the years. The
local government’s governance of street space includes planning, construction, management and
social co-governance. It has been influenced by various actors such as municipal and district-level
functionaries, streets, communities, enterprises, social organizations and citizens. In this context,
people’s sense of access to street life has become a strong value orientation for local governments
to govern, yet there are huge differences in understanding and implementing the same policy goal
by different actors in reality. In response to specific issues such as the publicness of public space
being questioned in recent years, this study focuses on the relationship between different actors’
interactions in public spaces and how to reach a governance consensus. Using the example of
programming in the governance of public spaces in New York’s streets, this paper explores how
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different actors construct a process of commonality, mutual knowledge and feedback, and finally
consensus in the process of action experimentation. It is concluded that programming has an
essential value in correcting the spatial rights, sense of identity and participation of different users.
It can also contribute authentically and effectively to the protection of local interests, and
disseminate local culture and ideas. In bridging the structural lack of interaction between the
governance of street public space and the public segment in China, this study suggests condensing
programming into a stable technical aspect of spatial governance, and advancing the end social cogovernance to the front of the approval of design specifications and revisions, so that the value of
street public space can be re-perceived, created and used.
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Small Steps, Big Changes: The Development History and Pragmatic Low-speed
Implementation of the Urban Greenbelt in Frankfurt, Germany
Wei Linlin, Joerg Dettmar
Abstract: Urban green space can improve the urban ecological statement and the living quality of
residents. It is also the key element of urban image and urban spatial structure. However, the organic
nature of the green space ecosystem and the complexity of the city itself lead to the fact that the
forming of good green open space requires not only comprehensive planning and design, but also a
complete set of long-term implementation and maintenance strategy based on local context, to
ensure the mutual development of both green space and built area. For instance, Frankfurt am Main
is famous as the European financial center, but its high-quality open space system is the actual
foundation for urban sustainable development. The history of the Frankfurt Greenbelt from multiple
aspects including plans, relative acts and regulations, organizational structure, as well as governance
and implementation measurements are firstly reviewed. Then, the study specifically demonstrates
the “pragmatic low-speed implementation strategy” which is based on long-term small scale
projects and how it works on the forming of urban green image as well as the green recognition of
residents. Finally, the study analyses the critical characteristics of the strategy and points out the
suitability and operability of the strategy in the updating of urban green space system in China.
Keywords: Urban Green Open Space; Urban Greenbelt; Pragmatic Low-speed Implementation;
Planning Practice; Long-term Management; Administration Mode
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